
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Fomenting hatred is a tool of tyrants, and over the past two years, political leaders, agency heads,

academics, medical professionals and media personalities alike have publicly encouraged hatred

and violence and wished painful death upon anyone who didn’t want to be part of the medical

experiment that is the COVID jabs.

In an eloquent Medium post, journalist Susan Dunham summarizes the lessons (hopefully) learned

from hating and attacking the unvaccinated:

“The mandates have let up, and both sides stumble back into something that looks like the

old normal — except that there is a fresh and present injury done to the people we tried to

break. And no one wants to talk about it.

Only weeks ago, it was the admitted goal of our own leaders to make life unlivable for the

unvaccinated. And as a deputized collective, we force-multiplied that pain, taking the Cght

into our families, friendships, and workplaces. Today, we face the hard truth that none of it

was justiCed — and, in doing that, uncover a precious lesson.

It was a quick slide from righteousness to cruelty, and however much we might blame our

leaders for the push, we’re accountable for stepping into the trap despite better judgement.

We knew that waning immunity put vast numbers of the fully vaccinated on par with the

shrinking minority of unvaccinated, yet we marked them for special persecution. We said

they hadn’t ‘done the right thing’ by turning their bodies over to state care — even though

we knew that principled opposition to such a thing is priceless in any circumstance ...

And so it was by the willful ignorance of science, civics, and politics that we squeezed the

unvaccinated to the degree that we did ... [W]e cannot hold our heads high, as if believing

we had logic, love, or truth on our side while we viciously wished death upon the

unvaccinated. The best we can do is sit in the awareness of our rabid inhumanity for having

cast so many aside ...

[B]etting against them has been a scathing embarrassment for many of us who’ve now

learned that the mandates only had the power we gave them. It was not through quiet

compliance that we avoided endless domination by pharmaceutical companies and

medical checkpoints at every doorway.

It was thanks to the people we tried to tear down ... We took the bait by hating them, but

their perseverance bought us the time to see we were wrong. It seems right now like the

mandates will return, but this time there’s hope that more of us will see them for what they

are: a rising authoritarianism that has no concern for our wellbeing.”

Forgive and Forget?

Dunham addresses the situation from the point of those who fell for the hypnotic command to

despise anyone — friends and family included — who refused to buy the oKcial narrative about the

COVID shots. Most of you, however, have likely been on the receiving end of those attacks.

How are you choosing to address it? What have you learned? I suspect many of you are indeed

willing to forgive, but few will ever forget those betrayals. But as noted by Dunham, no one really

wants to talk about what was done.

Everyone’s just going along as if it never happened. As if our leaders didn’t actually call for our

deaths. As if our president didn’t warn us his patience with us was “wearing thin”  — a threat that

implied bad things would happen once patience ran dry. As if news anchors like Don Lemon didn’t

actually say we deserved to starve and shouldn’t be allowed to enter a grocery store.  But they did

say those things, and family and friends did reject us as a result.

Ignorance Still Remains

Remarkably, even now, with everything we know for sure about the jabs, the war against the

unvaccinated continues in many areas, and while compassion is slowly making a comeback,

ignorance of the basics still abounds. As noted in a January 21, 2022, MSN article:

“There seems to be a war on the unvaccinated individuals because of the recent spike in

COVID-19 cases due to the more transmissible Omicron variant ... Starting last year, the

Austrian government imposed restrictions solely on the country's unvaccinated population,

as many people wondered why those who got vaccinated should also face the same

restrictions as those who opted against it ...

I am all for encouraging people to get vaccinated; I had my jabs and my booster

immediately when they became available in my community ... But I wonder: Just how

necessary is this war on the unvaccinated?

What if a person decided to opt-out against the vaccine because they had preexisting

medical conditions, simply feared for their life, or lacked the knowledge about it because

the government was too busy forcing and scaring people instead of genuinely informing

them?”

Sadly, the author of that MSN piece seems convinced that if only the reluctant were to be given the

science, the data, they would understand why the shots are so necessary, when the reality is that

the science and the data have been the basis for our refusal from the start. Until or unless the

experimental jab pushers acknowledge reality, we will never be able to see eye to eye.

The MSN author also believes that lack of ]nancial incentive is behind some of the vaccine

hesitancy:

“If a person is given the choice between going to work or to the vaccination center, they

would simply choose the option where there is money. That is just the reality. If they can go

to the vaccination center and can still be promised to get their day’s pay, why wouldn't they

want to get vaccinated, right?”

This naiveté ignores the reality that countless individuals have sacri]ced their careers by refusing

the jab. For most of us, it was never about a lack of ]nancial incentives. It was about the very real

dangers the jabs pose — dangers that “the powers that be” have yet to fully acknowledge.

First, They Came for the Unvaxxed. They’ll Come for You Next

From the start, I and many others warned that the demonization of the unvaccinated was an

extremely dangerous war tactic. In an August 2021 Townhall article, Wayne Allyn Root wrote:

“It's time for alarm bells. It's time for me to play the part of Paul Revere: ‘The communist

tyrants and dictators are coming!’ ... They're coming Crst for unvaccinated Americans. This

is 1938. I'm a Jew. I now understand just a little of what it felt like to be a Jew in 1938 ...

the pre-Holocaust ... This is only the beginning. It gets much worse from here.

First, ‘the papers.’ Vaccine mandates and vaccine passports are just like 1938, when the

Gestapo demanded papers from every German. Republicans asked for ‘papers’ from

migrants who had broken into our country ... Republicans asked for ‘papers’ once every two

years for federal elections, to prove you have a right to vote.

Democrats said, ‘No, that's racism.’ Now Democrats want American citizens, not illegal

aliens, not criminals, but patriots born in this country, to produce papers 24/7 ...

Weren't Jews injected with experimental drugs by the depraved Nazi government? Wasn't

that a key part of the Nuremberg trials? That no government could ever again inject

experimental shots into the bodies of unwilling citizens? Isn't that a basic human right? ...

[F]orcibly injecting Americans who don't want it. That's 1938.”

Root goes on to detail the fate of Jews during those pre-Holocaust years. They were locked in their

homes. They were barred from work. Their businesses were deemed “nonessential.” They couldn’t

travel. They had to wear a conspicuous yellow star on their clothing so they could be easily

identi]ed and targeted for public displays of hatred. Jewish books were burned — that was the

1938 version of online censorship and deplatforming.

“First, they came for the unvaccinated. Trust me: Next, they're coming for you,” Root said. And,

indeed, in recent weeks, we’ve seen the stage being set for another fabricated hate-fest. This time,

the gay community is the designated enemy and target.

Same-sex relations has been identi]ed as the primary source of a global monkeypox outbreak.

Almost every article discussing the outbreaks mentions it. That’s how it begins. I’ll be very

surprised if the gay community won’t be targeted for exclusion, derision and attack in coming

weeks and months.

Will enough people have learned the lesson of humility that Dunham highlights? Have enough

cognitively recognized the error of their ways, or will they fall into the trap yet again? Only time will

tell. At the end of February 2021, Nick Cohen with The Guardian warned that “It is only a matter of

time before we turn on the unvaccinated.”

“ With COVID, it took barely two months for
society to go from ‘we’re all in this together,’ to
declaring half the population subhuman.”

By the end of April 2021, USA Today columnist Michael J. Stern was calling for the public shunning

of the vaccine hesitant, calling them “petri dishes” of lethal disease,  and by July of that year, CNN

anchor Don Lemon was calling for brutal anything-goes restrictions against the unvaccinated to

force them into compliance  — even if the restrictions were indistinguishable from a death

sentence.

With COVID, it took barely two months for society to go from “we’re all in this together,” to declaring

half the population subhuman. Let’s see how long it takes before the media start calling for the

forced segregation of gays to protect us from monkeypox. I hope it doesn’t happen, but judging by

the effectiveness of the brainwashing, causing people buying into clearly absurd narratives, the risk

is certainly there.

Teachable Moments

As recently as mid-January 2022, LA Times columnist Michael Hiltzik “doubled down on the notion,

people should mock the unvaccinated who have died from the coronavirus,” Fox News reported.

Hiltzik told CNN:

“So many of them have actually promoted reckless, dangerous policies and… they took

innocent people along with them. Every one of these deaths is a teachable moment and,

unfortunately, we haven’t been learning from the lesson that we should be hearing from

them.”

Clearly, Hiltzik has not yet experienced the moment of clarity described by Dunham. Instead, he

insists that “Mocking anti-vaxxers is ghoulish ... but necessary.” His LA Times column  bearing the

same headline displays a picture of a smiling Kelly Ernby, wearing a cross around her neck. Ernby,

an Orange County GOP member, died of COVID complications in January 2022 after opposing

COVID jab mandates.

“How should we react to the deaths of the unvaccinated?” Hiltzik wrote.  “On the one

hand, a hallmark of civilized thought is the sense that every life is precious.

On the other, those who have deliberately gouted sober medical advice by refusing a

vaccine known to reduce the risk of serious disease from the virus, including the risk to

others, and end up in the hospital or the grave can be viewed as receiving their just

deserts.”

His targeting of Ernby, a Republican, and clearly a Christian to boot, smacks of political vengeance

as much as it does misplaced moral superiority. According to Hiltzik, being civil toward the

unvaccinated who die erases the harm done to others, and that harm should not be erased but

rather underscored.

Ironically, in the end, he’s really condemning himself to the fate he wishes on others because,

eventually, the truth will become common knowledge and everyone will recognize the fatal harm

ingicted by pushing the use of this experimental gene transfer technology. Mockery probably won’t

be the extent to the punishment dished out once that critical mass awakening happens.

In Some, the Hypnotic Trance Is Still Deep

Some, like Dunham, recognize the fallacy in their thinking and call for change. Others, like Hiltzik,

have been so deeply brainwashed by the fearporn, they really cannot connect the dots and see that

a “vaccine” that doesn’t prevent infection or spread can never protect others.

Hence, those who get the jab are no more considerate to others than those who don’t. Both pose

the same risk to others. And, if both pose the same risk, why target one for derision and not the

other? It’s beyond irrational, but such is the mind of those under the hypnotic spell of mass

formation. They’re incapacitated in the worst of ways, unable to see reality.

Scottish journalist Andrew Neil is another one seemingly caught in the myopic focus of mass

formation. In December 2021, he riled against Britain’s “]ve million vaccine refuseniks,” saying

“They put us all at risk of more restrictions.”

He went on to describe how quick and easy it was to pull out his vaccine passport at a restaurant.

Seconds, really. “A very minor inconvenience,” he said, adding “There was a sense of safety in

knowing that all the other diners had proved themselves to be fully vaccinated, or had very recently

tested negative, or had contracted the virus and recovered.”

He felt safe, having undergone this completely useless ritual, despite recognizing that the shot is

“not foolproof,” and that “People who have been vaccinated can still contract and pass on the virus.”

That’s the power of hypnosis. Even when seeing the dots, he couldn’t connect them to draw a

rational conclusion.

New Norm: Fighting ‘Misinformation’ With Misinformation

The propaganda and false information we’ve been bombarded with over the past two and a half

years is truly unprecedented. Now, barely a day goes by that isn’t near-identical to the storyline in

Orwell’s dystopian novel, “1984.” One of the latest examples of the media’s hypocrisy and false

narratives is The Associated Press’ “Conspiracy Theorists Flock to Bird Flu, Hatch Lies” article,

published May 17, 2022. The AP speci]cally targets me, stating:

“While the details may vary, the conspiracy theories about avian gu all speak to a distrust of

authority and institutions, and a suspicion that millions of doctors, scientists, veterinarians,

journalists and elected ohcials around the world can no longer be trusted.

‘Americans clearly understand that the federal government and major media have lied to

them repeatedly, and are completely corrupted by the pharmaceutical companies,’ said Dr.

Joseph Mercola, an osteopath whose discredited claims about vaccines, masks and the

coronavirus made him a prominent source of COVID-19 misinformation.

Mercola’s interest in the bird gu dates back years A 2009 book for sale on his website,

which Mercola uses to sell unproven natural health remedies, is titled ‘The Great Bird Flu

Hoax.’”

The hyperlinked “fact check” provided to prove I’ve published “discredited claims about vaccines” is

a rebuttal to my statement that “People may be more susceptible to serious COVID-19 illness after

they have been vaccinated.”

The fact check claims that “Research has shown that the P]zer and Moderna vaccines have been

proven to be 95% effective in preventing COVID-19 illness,” and that “Experts say there is ‘abundant’

evidence that people who get shots will not become more sick should they later get the virus.”

First of all, no expert sources are actually referenced, so what “abundant evidence” proves you

won’t be more susceptible to severe infection post-jab is anyone’s guess. Secondly, and more

importantly, everyone now knows the shots are nowhere near 95% effective. Even mainstream

media and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have admitted the effectiveness

was exaggerated and rapidly dwindles.

Truth May Be Slow, but It Will Win

At best, Moderna’s shot was 94.5% effective against symptomatic Delta infection FOR TWO WEEKS,

before dropping off.  P]zer’s effectiveness against Delta was lower to start and fell more

precipitously. Against Omicron, the P]zer jab is 65.5% protective between weeks 2 and 4 after the

second dose, and only 8.8% effective at week 25. Moderna’s shot starts out at 75.1% at weeks 2 to

4, and then falls off to 14.9% at week 25.

Yet the AP has no qualms about referring back to what is now well-recognized misinformation to

“prove” that I’ve been discredited and that they are “correct.” In reality, the fact check they link to

only proves they’re using misinformation to combat truth.

That’s bad enough, but these fabrications are then used to brainwash the public into hating the

truth-tellers and anyone who so much as points out discrepancies in the narrative. It’s a dangerous

path, and we’re still on it.

Similarly, when the facts ]nally overwhelm authorities who have been spreading unscienti]c

propaganda, the canned response is that “science is evolving and we’re following the science.” In

reality, however, they were proven wrong, but they refuse to admit it. So, they “blame” it on “evolving

science,” without ever explaining how “misinformation spreaders” had these supposedly brand-new

data months — or years — ago.

While the war we’re currently in uses information instead of conventional munitions, lives are still at

stake. People are losing their lives because lies about health are often lethal. In the end, I believe

the truth will win, because the lies currently told are simply too destructive.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,539 ratings

ORDER NOW
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Dr. Mercola thanks for this great analysis of "The War Against The Unvaxxed Will Not Be Forgotten". In April 2020 I emailed my friends

saying this Covid-19 was a hoax. Not a one agreed with me. For months I sent them information showing this was nothing more than a

staged plandemic. It was like a war which I have a diKcult time wrapping my brain around. All of these "friends" but one turned their

backs on me. Some I had known for 40 years. It was unbelievable but represented the power of the main stream media and mass

formation to actually control millions if not billions of people across the planet.

I no longer reach out to any of them with current information on the C19 and toxic vaccines. On the rare occasion one will tell me they

got the shot and have had no problems. I tell them two things. 1. My one remaining friend had uncontrollable full body shakes for

hours after the jab. 2. California is a blue state and I have seen reports by lot numbers showing more deaths and serious adverse

affects in red states vs blue states.

They give me that look of; Otis are you OK? Most in this small eclectic town know my position and see me on the street with my group

of "Patriots" and our signs advocating "Freedom to Choose" and other words of wisdom. I would like to thank all of the unvaxxed on

this sight for your support. We all know how diKcult the last two years have been living among the __________. I don't even know what

label to use on the ones that have the jab and support this hoax.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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I suggest, let's all write to entertainment sources like sports stadiums, concert halls, movie theaters, etc and ask them to please

refrain from requiring a "vaccine" pass for entry. Instead, if they are concerned about COVID safety, they should ask for a

negative test within the past 24 hours, regardless of "vaccination" status, plus no symptoms (if sick in any way, stay home).

Point out that there are breakthrough infections, and that it is discrimination to say "unvaxed, you may not enter". ~~~Please

know I realize that, even while the virus is real, the numbers of deaths and infections have been tampered with for a purpose,

and fear has been actively used as a hypnotic tool to scare people into submission, all for pro]t's sake.

I am very aware of this. Yet, if we are dealing with a brainwashed society, we might as well deal with them on their terms, to

avoid back]ring. Tell them that we all understand the feeling for need for safety, just to be on the same page with them and

enlist their cooperation. It may be that the best we can do, for now, is to water down the ills instead of eradicating them. This is

the power of negotiation. My two cents.

And some day, things will improve to the point that rational judgment is restored, but it may take a while. Some people may

never wake up, but many, I say many, already are. I have talked to many of them. It is encouraging, not discouraging. Not only

the fact t hat the vax is clearly not working (see page three here)

www.walgreens.com/businesssolutions/covid-19-index.jsp?cjevent=e2ec3b5.. , that people are tired of the masking and other

mandates and ploys and games, but also that hte economy is breaking right on the heels of all of this high drama, is breaking

the light through. People are realizing that something is wrong, and they are waking up.
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"The mandates have let up, and both sides stumble back into something that looks like the old normal" There is nothing normal,

old or new, about the situation we ]nd ourselves in today. The vaxxed who survived the short-term adverse effects may feel safe

for the time being, but they have placed themselves on a precarious path from which there may be no exit. As I have shown

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/have-we-entered-a-self-sustaining-modus-operan.. ), the vaxxed may have entered a self-sustaining

modus operandi where they effectively have become addicted to boosters for COVID-19. If they don't get the boosters, their

immunity wanes to negative vaccine effectiveness, where they become more vulnerable to COVID-19 (and other) infections than

the unvaxxed.

If they get the boosters, they get a temporary increase in immune response, followed by a more rapid decline into negative

vaccine effectiveness. In addition, each shot, especially the boosters, suppresses the innate immune system, and makes the

recipient more vulnerable to the emergence of long-dormant viruses, cancers, autoimmune diseases, etc. The mandates did

their job by putting the vaxxed on this path. Whether they can leave this path in a vertical position remains to be shown.
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Hi rkostoff - BooSTERS for WHAT? The Wugu is no longer in circulation and long gone, these "targeted mRNA genetic therapy"

shots have not been reformulated to target Omicron or any new variant. WTF are they shooting any child or adult for? It now

appears a game of chicken, using an ineffective, short-lived, quickly waning and mis-matched (toxic) shot. This fall season

should be interesting.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 6:13:24 AM
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Joined On 6/6/2022 6:14:46 AM
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I had a temp job about a year ago where the co-worker sitting next to me kept spraying me with Lysol and spraying my area and

after me when I would leave the room. I had to leave because I felt it was a hostile workplace!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 6:17:24 AM
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Hi Otis, Did you catch this recent James Corbett interview w Mattias Desmet that bfr27915 posted yesterday? Everyone may

enjoy watching/hearing it - Interview 1730 - Breaking Free From Mass Formation with Mattias Desmet - The Corbett Report -

www.corbettreport.com/desmet-massformation

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 6:27:11 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Hi, Otis. Our illustrious leader, trudeau (small 'T' for a small man) brought tens of thousands of "refugees" and immigrants to

Canada - in the middle of an "alleged" pandemic! If I need to explain that to anyone; you wouldn't understand it anyway! Covid is

a HOAX - and I'm STILL not sick - apart from the GLOBAL INSANITY! It took the MSM decades to brainwash and condition the

masses to where we are now. They have done their job well.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 6:28:32 AM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no point in using logic, statistics and rational argument to dissuade the victims of mass psychosis that they have been

misled. One effective trick might be to get them to approach the subject differently, using humour or even an inducement to do

their own research - offer something which might nudge them out of their torpor if you can ]nd a sponsor. Plain old avarice or

simple curiosity might win the day.  How about a T- Shirt, for example, printed with the message: Weekly prizes* awarded for

best ideas to protect the next generation from experimental gene transfer injections. Enter the draw at: www.realvaccines.com.

* Lab animals not eligible for prizes but can sign the petition
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM
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Like you, I was also the unvaxx’d rarity among my vaxx’d friends and family. I was pretty much treated like a Typhoid Mary, even

after I tested positive and then negative (twice!) from a very mild case of Covid in January 2022. The shock on their faces when

I didn’t end up on my deathbed regretting my decision was very satisfying! Then they said I was just “lucky”! I won’t hold this

against the vaxx’d, their fate is sealed already and I am exonerated. To not forgive or forget would only continue the divisiveness

in this country.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I don't even know what label to use on the ones that have the jab and support this hoax." Label them "Invasion of the Body

Snatchers, circa 1956". California is revving up for mask mandates again and I will refuse. Let them arrest me. If more people

refuse, police departments will not expend their police force on arresting the maskless.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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There is the same chance I'm going to have a gooey swab shoved up my nose as a needle in my arm. ZERO.
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har- what can they arrest you for? Is California so horrible that there is an actual LAW for wearing a face diaper? No mandate is

ever a law. It is a proclamation, an announced request. If people only assume there is an actual law, you had better do your

research now.
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RedRavenSounds
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I feel your pain, Otis, we have been grievously harmed, and how many years did they rob from us, due to worry, being ostracized

being worried about family, jobs, life... Perhaps its our years - we have seen so much- and have seen what the government did to

the "downwinders" in St. George Utah, and across the country (nuclear weapons tests)... the harm to our brothers from agent

orange..... (they killed my big brother Mike - slowly and grotesquely and with malice. He was in country 1967-1968 and dead in

2012). We have seen our president gunned down in a bloody obvious coup de'etat in Dallas Texas.

And the 18 volumes of lies from the Warren Commission..... The lies of the Tuskeegee experiments. Lies upon lies upon lies,

upon lies.... Oh yes Otis, our eyes were wide open, and our nostrils gared from the stench of more lies when they pulled this off.

That's why when this whole thing hit the stench of the BS was so strong!!. I was amazed everyone could not smell it. BUT they

went along (and continue to go along) like passive sheep - all of a sudden believing this government, (as well as the other world

governments) who does not care if they live or die.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

grandmax and all... I was told I am unwelcome at the home of a relative since I am unvaxed. "Maybe we can talk on the phone."

-And she is a nurse who still thinks the vaxine prevents transmission!
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Otis, For those who persecuted & discriminated against me, I pray for them, but I will never forget the cold & bullying

treatment they have put me & my daughter through. Some things in life are worth ]ghting for & these times we live qualify. I no

longer have the patience to be around such ignorance.. Although tempting it might be to harbor resentment, living in love & light

is also the best defense against tyranny as this is a spiritual war, apart from a tangible one. I miss Stanley on this site, his

snarky comment on this would have captured the moment like none other, no doubt!!

"WHAT STAGE OF AWAKENING ARE YOU"? www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=124244340283171&set=a.116045964436342  1)

Blissful ignorance 2) WTF -- nothing makes sense 3) OMG, we are so fu*ked 4) Don't you see you are all sheep, you need to

wake the F' up or they will shake you dry with all your health & wealth. 5) Get off my lawn (holding a gun) 6) Waking up &

becoming the most loving & joyful version of myself is the greatest rebellion
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tce1034
Joined On 11/18/2014 12:18:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who turned their backs on you never really were your friends. Good riddance.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, we are seeing a dividing of 2 classes of people.those who believe Mainstream media, and those who don’t. For a visual

perspective of this, please watch the following video: m.youtube.com/watch  Television Watching News Believers!!!
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, We had the same thing happen to us.....friends turned their backs on us because we did not take the jab and we don't take

shots, period. So many people we know either died or had a relative die and/or have had bad reactions to the shot. I tried

"educating" people as well, most did not believe me so I "stopped chasing after people who want to run into the burning

building"!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to all for your comments. I am in the process of watching and learning from your links. Nice to have a place to comment

without those diabolical fact checkers. Here is a warning of the coming virus made in 2016.

markcrispinmiller.substack.com/p/scully-and-mulder-nailed-it-in-2016
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis: The video you posted on skully in 2016 is very much possible, here are links from recent speeches from Klaus Schwabs

right hand man, Yuval Harari---where he explains at what point we are now where he says "human beings are now hackable

animals":  https://youtu.be/hL9uk4hKyg4  | https://youtu.be/eOsKFOrW5h8
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis and all, I test myself weekly + more to assure people. It's a psy-ops to test the well, but it does calm people down. If not,

they are manic, it's their problem. I hold the attitude for those who shun and judge, that they are ignorant and very afraid. I try to

hold compassion for them instead of getting upset. Yes it hurts to be ostracized. But then again, the CDC and FDAs websites

state plainly and openly, that if a person has anaphylactic responses to vax ingredients, they should stay away from it.

Well if you ask me, anything with the mere potential to cause anaphylaxis is dangerous! And what of those people who dont

have anaphylaxis, but who do have other negative responses and perhaps just as dangerous? Look no further than to Dr

Mercola's breaking news section for daily proof! Do the people who so badly want---no, demand----that someone else get vax'd,

really want that to happen to...you, me, us? They have absolutely NO right at all! As one respiratory therapist in the Breaking

News section testi]ed regarding his adverse side effect,he stated "Stay in your own lane".
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And that is what those demanding, ignorantly and righteously, of others need to be told. They are fools, they have not even done

their own research.WHY don't people look up the "vaccine" ingredients? WHY don't they research further? They can....if they

want to. The vax ingredients are listed in the FAQ sheets on the FDA and CDC's websites, Just google the name of the vax plus

the ingredients, and there you go!

No censorship here,a nd easy to ]nd. I can only hope that those who took the vax and state they feel ]ne now, don't suffer long

range effects. Autoimmune attack can be silent for a long time, and so can immune de]ciency. Feeling good post vax is Not

necessarily a reliable sign of all being well. ~~~~ShannonAZ, it's beautiful that you pray for those who are not so kind to you.

BRAVA!!! We all need to follow your loving example. Let's remember that people are just scared to a craze.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's been hard, Otis, but I'll stand my ground, and I won't back down. We know the truth and the truth keeps us strong. ~L xooxox
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camarous
Joined On 4/16/2020 8:37:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, thank you for your candid comments.  We all have experienced similar things with friends. Those that have walked away

from me, I can handle. It is family that I love and care about that is hard. When no truths or common sense makes a difference.

To have them turn on me is diKcult. Not being allowed to see grandchildren because I won't submit to their rules, those lies they

have been brain washed to accept. We need to continue to try to reach who we can and pray for the rest.
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Shannonaz, after watching your link of Harari talking at the 2018 WEF meeting I watched Harari being interviewed on 60

minutes by Anderson Cooper in 2021. Harari talks about biometric data, what is happening inside the body, and the use of

arti]cial intelligence to solve problems without consciousness, just intelligence. In both talks he hints, directly sometimes and

not so directly, that countries that control the most data will control the world. And he drops innuendos that the country in

control will be China. He says there will be greater inequality than ever before and this will be biological inequality.

The problem, or one of many, I have with this Harari character is he never mentions what his entourage has created with the

depopulation agenda and mass murder by the so-called elites. I guess I am being naive by expecting someone like Anderson

Cooper or some investigative journalist to ask Harari questions about the chaos in the world created by the WEF & NWO. But

chaos is their way. Answered my own question. BTW I am at stage 6 in your other link.
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Raythe4th, your link is something I have seen before but is worth repeating. All about MSM and repeating the same news. The

opening dialog says it all. "The sharing of bias and false news has become all too common on social media. More alarming

some media outlets publish the same fake stories without checking facts ]rst." This is followed by about 30 MSM news casters

repeating, word for word, the opening dialog. The song with clips tells the story of fake MSM and control. Thanks.
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rrealrose, I am half way through the interview by James Corbett with Mattias Desmet and need to move on. Will ]nish watching

as it is helping me understand critical mass formation MF. I did watch a previous interview with M Desmet. Will just paraphrase;

Desmet says MF in essence is a kind of group hypnosis that destroys individuals ethical self-awareness and robs them of their

ability to think critically. Permits no deviation from group norm. Highly intelligent and educated are taken in by this group think.

Become radically intolerant of dissident voices. Try to destroy people as if it is their ethical duty. Mass media important to MF.

.......It is very elemental and very basic that activist on my side speaking out (against mandates etc) have to continue to

articulate our opinions as well as possible and as serious as possible. This constantly disturbs the mass formation. It also can

be dangerous. As an aside I always keep an eye out for yahoos when protesting every week.
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Splish_Splash
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:16:43 AM
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Otis, I no longer will even talk to the vax'd about the shots - they have chosen their means of death and seem to be totally

committed to it and I have chosen my means of living as long as I can, but am ready to go to the Lord also. Two situations that

have caused me to not talk about it, I have or rather had a high school classmate who is in Ohio I am on the West Coast. In Oct

2019 I had already begun my independent research about COVID and the shot. I knew something was off when they started the

rush the vaccine effort.

I remember in the 70s wondering why there had never been a vaccine for the common cold, I discovered that the common cold

was a VIRUS, and because it mutates all the time, they could never do a vaccine. I encourged my former friend to pray about

whether she should get the shot, we had no idea there were going to be two plus an endless list of boosters. Between Oct and

Dec I called a numbeer of times and never got her 'at home' Then the week before Christmas, it dawned on me I was being

ghosted.

I thought back on that conversation and the recommendation to pray about taking the shot was the only thing I could think of

that would have been offensive. Then the Sunday before Christmas I called when I knew she would be in church and just said, if

you ever want to talk you know how to contact me. So that was 2 1/2 yrs ago and she has never called! So from my side she is

still a friend, but she needs to call and apologize for ghosting me! The other example is my former sister in law.

at one point I said to her on the phone we have been lied too ~ she jumped over dozens of reasons I might have had to say that

to accusing me of calling the whole thing a lie, which at tht point I did not know was accurate. I called back an apologized as to

how I responded. I wanted to save the friendship even from 2000 miles away/' All these people who are fully vax'd , They must

call and apologize to me and admit they are sick and dying because of their "choice".
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

otis101, you describe very familiar circumstances that I have/do live with that includes some family. I love all, and have prayed

for eyes to be opened! Time will tell. In the meantime I have wonderful like-minded friends and other family and we have and do

live life to its fullest every day! Be blessed !
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Sminkly
Joined On 5/5/2020 4:41:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just have to ]nally write this can’t keep it quiet anymore. I live in Germany and so far all my vaccinated friends and associates have

been I’ll some worse than other but had to be quarantined.Me not being vaccinated took care of them not wearing mask or other

protection never got I’ll for a day.But I cured all of them from being miserable within 4-5 days but still had to stay in Quarantine. All I

did to them I followed DR. MERCOLAS advice it worked perfect A GREAT BIG THANK YOU DR. MERCOLA ALL WERE SUPER SUPRISED

how it worked and I never got infected the only one not vaccinated.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm surprised they didn't blame you for their covid-19 infection.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I shall never forgive those whose excuse was/is Ich habe nur Befehle befolgt ....never.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Sminkly, vielen Dank! JamNJim, the answer to that is to test oneself routinely. I agree with someone else who posted that to test

the well people is a psy-op, yes.But then again it calms people down and can reduce liability. And possibly help to cut into the

sociodynamics as well, preserving relationships of all kinds, professional and personal. Just a thought.
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There is a lot of pent up anger and distrust of govt. You cannot trust anything that does not bleed, not accountable. Once trust has

been lost, it is diKcult to regain. Enough people have lost loved ones, seen disabilities and lost everything they owned over covid. Even

if true-believers are the majority--and I doubt they are--it is still a signi]cant number of people who have been awakened. A powerful

force has arisen. The United States has been described as a sleeping giant... diKcult to awaken, but once awakened diKcult to defeat.

The numbers of people who understand what is happening are growing. We do not only have shortages, we have more and more

people prepping who are buying things up.

This also accounts for shortages. Indicators of a lack of con]dence in govt and the economy include more people planting gardens

and more g*n sales. There is a general malaise in the air. People know things are not "right" and do not believe in a "new normal". All

the propaganda we are being fed about a "brave new world" is one in which liberty does not exist. Ask yourself what "you will own

nothing" really means. It is communism, tyranny and poverty. None of these systems has ever worked to bene]t the common man.

They cannot be implemented until you are denied your God-given human rights, including bodily autonomy.

That is why we must continue to work hard to avoid dependency. We need to create alternative systems, just as was done in Hungary

under communism. We must remove govt and many services from the economic loop by making them unnecessary. We must choose

where to spend our money and not be in debt(ed). We must starve the beast, not feed it. Try to ]gure out as many ways to do without

money as you can. Often there are trade-offs between time and money when you can do more of your own labor that also result in a

higher standard of living. As much as you can, keep govt out of your life, from controlling your children. Your children are a priority to

evil ones.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM
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Hi Almond, You are right about the mistrust of Government. For the ]rst time in my life I am "extremely alarmed and concerned"

at the growing tyrannical over reach of our Government. This has been exacerbated by the loss of the "free press" and more

alarmingly our judges and courts appear to be colonised by the same invisible "super powers". We have no debt but moved

further out of the city so we could have a house and a garden. Unfortunately we now have to pay higher petrol costs to get to

shops and resources etc.

There is new legislation just passed in Oz that requires farms to put in a special development application to be allowed to grow

crops, keep cattle, chickens and even to keep bees! In other words farmers can't grow or keep whatever they want anymore.

However, despite alarmists on social media the new legislation does NOT apply to residential properties. If everybody got to

know their neighbours within 1/2 a mile of each other it would be easy to grow enough fruit and vegetables to support each

other.

I totally agree with "starving the beast". We need to go back to cottage industry. Maybe there is a potential for new businesses

that are good for community and the planet for example "Gardening tools that last a lifetime" like our parents and grandparents

used to have. They were more expensive but they lasted for years .... instead of the throwaway tools that barely last 12 months.

If people really believe in "saving the planet" then they can pay a bit more for it and stop the wastage. Buy quality and save

money in the long run. :-)
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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The Orage... Since you mention petrol, I am guessing you are in England. (?) I am shocked to hear that a farmer needs

permission to farm. However, I am also familiar with changes introduced during WWII that required farmers in England to

submit to the velvet-gloved iron ]st of a centralized govt. That should have ended with the end of the war. Even so, British

farmers were notorious for evading oKcials and selling food on the black market. It is interesting that, in the US, the govt

instead used pro]t incentives to motivate farmers to be more productive. I do anticipate many of these restrictions. That is why

I repeatedly advise integrating perennials (esp. apple and plum trees) into landscaping, hoping for some sort of "grandfathering"

in the legislation.

-But also knowing that many bureaucrats would not be able to identify many useful plants--esp. out-of-season--even if they

were to leave their cozy oKces and wander down a deadend muddy road in inclement weather. You also notice that I emphasize

moving towards greater reliance on what grows wild. Nuts, acorns. Even introducing more "plantings" such as innoculating

native species of edible mushrooms. Letting garlic (scapes) or berries go wild. How many bureaucrats go looking for Jerusalem

Artichokes or recognize them--even so, they could easily pass for gowers, just as alliums might.

Rhubarb is a hardy plant that blends in easily in many places. We continue to plant more of the native fruit trees, too. If it gets

bad enough and you live far enough out, where you can hear traKc approaching your gate from a distance on a road without

traKc, you tell the kids to get the dogs and drive the ducks to a hidden part of the farm. Archery is silent, unlike g*ns, when it

comes to hunting. No govt is big enough to surveil every backwoods ]shing hole 24/7. The greater the contempt for govt, the

more country people will stick together. In the American Revolutionary War, the redcoats could only hold a few cities.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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I will share our spring menus and my thought processes on using food that is avail. Learn to rely more and more on wild food

sources and good foods that other people discard. Tonight, I went out to the freezer to pull out a venison roast, but decided I

needed to cook up a beef heart, instead, that a neighbor gave us after butchering. Their beef is organic and grass-fed. We never

turn down healthy organ meats that people would normally discard. I will make Heart Au Poivre in the crock pot topped with

sliced onion (still from our cold storage) and simmered in home-brewed blackberry wine (half water). So, that means a trip to

the wine-cellar with a gashlight.

I have garlic scapes as a side vegetable and just picked a huge wild mushroom from our front yard this morning. We have a

choice of home-canned fruit or fresh rhubarb. I need to plant a lot of my leftover cold storage garlic to go wild as we love the

scapes as an early spring vegetable. Our beverage will be white grape juice. I encourage everyone who has a lot of space to

plant grapes as they are proli]c once established. We will likely also have leftover heart for lunch as it is a large heart--maybe

with baked beans. Heart makes excellent soup. I will add snipped loveage and home-grown herbs to meat chunks, dried

mushroom, reconstituted homemade miso, etc. and pan drippings to make soup from leftovers.

Fruit trees and rhubarb are perennials that you plant only once and harvest for many years. I need to use up onions that are

sprouting, so will also start a large kettle of onion soup and freeze any we do not eat up relatively soon. I keep trying to rotate

food, so we are eating a lot of soup for lunches, lately--cooking what needs to be used up from cold storage. Homemade soup is

cheaper than sandwiches if you bake with organic, whole, ancient grain gours and other good quality ingredients. Sprouting

onion greens are the best part—they can also be snipped and used like chives. -continued-
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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-continued- Soups are a good way to use up leftovers. Many poor people have turned soup making into an art form to create an

epicurean potage. It is a very useful skill that I ]nd more and more in demand today. People who have always eaten canned

soup esp appreciate homemade. It ]lls tummies. As a child, I recall that my mother would make up a huge kettle of soup and we

would eat on it for many days. Chili was one of my favorites and I liked to scoop out a cupful and eat it cold for breakfast. After I

clean and trim wild mushrooms, I like to throw the mushroom wastes (likely containing spores) into the bark mulch or lawn

(depending on natural habitat) under shady trees in our lawn.

We have had esp good luck with Agaricus campestris (Meadow Mushroom) which can sometimes be found in markets. (Buy a

mushroom or 2 and try making a slurry with water in a blender and pouring it in likely habitats in spring or fall.) Often, they will

fruit again, although it may take a few years for them to show up. It works often enough, and if it does not, they quickly

decompose. Other vegetable trimmings are separated according to what works for critter food and the rest composted.
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Oz = Australia ;-)  It does look as if different control experiments are taking place in different countries. As a traditionally

sceptical Brit I am amazed and completely shocked at how easily they took down Ozzers, Canada too.
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Almond, thank you for all that you wisely say and recommend. I am acquainted (not business-connected) to a ]nancial advisor

who commented "I could never have forseen any of this" stock market plumeting, and that people are panicking, consulting him

and are starting to think that something is really wrong with the whole thing. At least people are waking up, crisis seems to be

what it takes...sadly! this is not how life should be, nor is it what I condone. ~~~In addition to all that you wisely recommended,

I also add that to keep yourself and your children out of the sight of the government, come unhooked from the internet, leave

cell phones at home and turned off, use a non-electric car that does not track your whereabouts, for god's sake turn off Alexa w

hich is nothing more than a very sophisticated listening-in device! Why oh why does this never occur to people? This is

amazing.

TheOrage, farmers should not bow to unlawful behavior on the part of the higher-ups. Why do we act as if unlawful "laws" are t

he laws of the land? If people simply did not comply then things would change. We can't treat power mongering types as if they

are either powerful or credible> They only have power where we bow. My two cents. Fines? Fight em off. Refuse, and tell 'em off,

invoking the law in the process. I have actually seen it, that powers that be stand down when t he law is invoked. I will repeat, I

have seen it happen. ~~~It is shocking on the one hand, but also does not surprise me t hat commoners are allowed to grow

things and keep bees, but farmers are not. Why? Because, the GMO industry wants to plow the farmers down.I have had talks

here in the USA with farmers at a hotel where I stayed, who said that the Feds here in the USA are harassing and making life
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diKcult so they "try to squeeze the farmers" out of business. This is as hate-based, heartless and corrupt, even criminal as it

gets. GMOs are big business. BOYCOTT!
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mirandola and all... It recently occurred to me that your best ]nancial advisor for commodities may be a country veterinarian.

Who else will be up-to-date on herd management and sizes, livestock diseases and culling of herds gocks? Who else will be

following the price of grain and feed/ Who else will be out talking to farmers about the cost of fuel, other costs and shortages?

"When the elephants ]ght, the mice get trampled."--African proverb. Means it is good at times of major upheaval to remain out

of sight. Best if you can locate where, as the Chinese say, "The mountains are high and the emperor far away." As for land use

restrictions.

Sometimes, you need to push back to insane limits to expose the idiocy. Reminds me of my father-in-law being harassed buy an

oKcial over some minor infringement. The bureaucrat wanted to show how powerful he was by saying he could put my FIL in

prison. Knowing it was a ridiculous charge, my FIL went and sat in the bureaucrat's car. When asked what he thought he was

doing, he said waiting to be taken to prison where he would get 3 meals a day and a cot because he was tired of working so

hard to pay taxes. Said if the county thought they could support his wife and large family better than he could to go for it.

Needless to add, the bureaucrat realized how ridiculous he would look standing before a judge with such gimsy charges.

He never bothered my FIL again. Further, a few brief lessons... food does not come from the supermarket. Politicians do not

produce food or create products when there are shortages. Free people and free markets do it best. When repressed, black

markets operate more like free markets. Most bullies are cowards when confronted by themselves. They are like wolves that

that feel secure attacking in packs when given authority. The more responsible people are for themselves, the less need they

have for govt. bee... Thanks for the translation. I should have known. ;-)
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Almost, almost, all the people I speak with when out and about, do not trust the government. Most have learned that Covid was

used to hinder the people, control the people; same with the ingation and gas prices. There is no cause behind it except our

current government. Anyone who states differently is not watching and listening. Every time i hear monkey pox I laugh. Oh,

yeah, as if they will be able to close down the country for this. Also the churches that remain will not close down again. Let’s say

most of the churches will not. If the churches had remained opened, this never would have gotten to the hell it did for people

lost hope and let’s face it is church where hope is found, no matter what you believe.

My pastor said we will use bolt cutters and arm-in-arm defense, we will not close the doors to our church ever again. There is

anger out here, a lot of anger. And when I shop and see women near tears because of prices, putting items back, and I see their

faces of desperation.there is payment due for thisthere is. And Americans will not sit for thisthey won’t; there is nothing like

mothers ]ghting for their families, nothing.
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nothingsound... Your comments are very interesting. Just today, my husband said something about the "mama bears" coming

out of hibernation. People will tolerate a lot, but will not let their children go hungry. This will anger many people even more. It is

one thing to be poor, but quite something else to be taken advantage of by those in power contributing to your poverty. An

interesting comment from another source. "It is the city people who will go hungry." Most of what I hear from behind farm gates

tells me farmers are well aware of the food shortages and have stocked up.

I don't know any who worry about going hungry. Most people living in isolated areas are close to their roots and gathering wild

foods. They have not had the opportunity to make frequent trips to the supermarket. Food is even more outrageously expensive

in mini-marts that are the only wide spot in the road for many miles. And selection is very poor. So, are you going to spend $8.99

on a submarine sandwich, like I recently saw, or go home and cook yourself a thick steak from your own beef?

In the long run, it will not depend as much on what you have stored. It will be more important to have skills, knowledge,

resourcefulness, initiative and ambition. Knowing what to do is not enough if you do not follow thru and do it. I have a friend

whose preparation includes buying a 50# sack of beans. Somehow, I think her family will do just ]ne. They are accustomed to

living off the land, so maybe not much will change for them. Likewise, some of the Native Americans I know who still maintain

hunter-gatherer traditions.
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Divinire... I have long considered loveage an herb to support the heart, as I was taught. A lot of modern herbals do not mention

that. As for being an aphrodisiac, I think it strengthens the body by creating balance, inc. hormonal. The aroma is delightful, too.
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Almond, you make so much sense! Thanks!
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One more reason people are angry! This is where American companies are selling the baby formula they produce!

www.youtube.com/watch  Meanwhile, guess who took a vacation...
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I for one will not "forgive or forget" so easily. If it wasnt for men like Mercola who has been at this truth podium for as long as I've been

a member (maybe longer), I would not have awakened to the dangers I grew up in. Dr Mercola, like Mike Adams, the Health Ranger and

a host of others (RFK Jr, Del BigTree and so many others), have been sounding alarms for years on the threats to our well-being.

Thanks to them, I was prepped to be extremely cynical about the "virus" and how it was being force fed to the public. No, I will not

forgive the corporations who received millions of dollars to push the vax nor the medical community for their compliance.

MarkCrispinMiller.substack dot com website gives updates weekly all over the world of the "suddenly died" stats that main stream

news sources WILL not publicize.....the vax'd ARE dying right in front of our eyes but no one except Crispin Miller is trumpeting it. I will

maintain some compassion for those who took the shot but I will not gloat or forewarn them as to their bad judgement. I have

boycotted as much as is feasibly possible corporate entities that jumped on the vax bandwagon too....all major bank credit cards have

been closed, I no longer gy due to all the pilots being forcibly vax'd.....and on and on...you get the idea..
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Your words echo my thoughts completely, thanks for voicing them here. Thanks also for the Mark Crispin link, I've always liked

his honest / tell it like it is approach.
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I feel the same Kenmckee. Dr. Mercola has been a truth-teller long before the Covid Hoax came along and I have personally

bene]ted, as has my daughter from his well researched advice that was an awakening for me. I credit that early wakening from

protecting me from this Covid agenda & I am a very well informed advocate of many of the principles Dr. Mercola stands by. I

am not a puppet, rather he planted the seeds for cognitive thinking, common sense, a thrist for research based data and a

mindset to live by those beliefs. My daughter has bene]ted & some around me, who bothered to listen.

For those who persecuted & discriminated against me, friends & family, I pray for them, but I will never forget the cold

treatement they have put me & my daughter through. There are some things in life that are worth ]ghting for & these times we

live in are one of them. I have found that after more than 2 years into this, although I have compassion for those vaccinated & in

denial, I no longer have the patience to be around such ignorance. I just can't do it anymore. Love & light to all who have stuck

through this & lived by their values.
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Shannon, you have more patience and perseverance than me. I NEVER had the patience to be around such ignorance. Always

avoided such people and never missed out on anything other than disappointment, sorrow, frustration and grief.
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I am very grateful to the truth trumpeters out there, and their bravery and ethic.Thank you Dr Mercola, AFLDS, Doctors for COVID

truth, Mark Crispin Miller, Mike the Health Ranger, RFK, Del Bigtree and many more who may not be on this list, and whose work

I also appreciate! Thanks to their help previously,when the swine gu hit, I researched for myself on the CDCs website and found

out the unthinkable: That the trumpets were blasting, "Pandemic, pandemic!" while 1400 people had died USA wide (The

numbers did climb later). Teh point is, they were blasting that horn right from Ground Zero! There were signs at the bus stops,

rush and get your vaccine!

Signs pinned to grocery store carts, everywhere! Everybody quake in your boots! I researched further, the US Census website

said at that time, there were 317 million Americans. Of whom 1400 had died. Pandemic, who makes this stuff up? No we don't

want a single one of those people to die,but guess who apparently does?? There is much grim pro]teering to be done from

deaths all over the world! No wonder we have a BigP-HARMa power grab!!!! I knew immediately when the "pandemic" whistle

blew this time around, taht it was much the same. But I could not imagine how far gone it would be, how far, far worse than

before.I questioned: WHY would a virus be so contagious, and spread as rapidly as claimed?

Was it genetically engineered? My eyebrows were raised. I was watching the CDCs website. If people only asked that one word

question, WHY, then we may not have as many sheepish, gullible fools as we have now! People are capable of research, and of

using their brains! But they just don't want to. As was written in Milton Estes account of the rise to power in WWII Germany, "who

wants to think?" That seems to be the core operative, now. The only way to break through is with really gut wrenching footage

and imagery. People respond to emotional input, not intellectual. THat's a way to break through. God bless.
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Pitting people against one another; that’s what politicians and mainstream media do best.
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Hi Masonmannix, yes there was an article this week in the MSM saying that the politicians and bureaucracies need to be held

accountable for their COVID response. I wrote a letter to the journalist to concur but saying that would not happen until we had a

"free press" restored. Needless to say my comment did not get published. That doesn't stop me from posting comments though

because my goal is to wake up the journalists and they have to read it to decide not to print it! :-)
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TheOrage, I wrote a journalist and told him that he should tell the higherups that they have done a really good job, the volunteer

]re ]ghters refused to step forward, therefore acreage of California forests were left to burn unmitigated, no thanks to their

great fear mongering job! It is time to open up eyes at last. And the DUH of it too! Whoopsie, slight little blunder there, eh?
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I hear many complain about almost everything today and yet when I ask what are you going to do about your despair I am told there is

nothing I can do. Truth be told, the reason we are in the position we are in today is because too many have done nothing and choose to

blame their inaction and resulting consequence on others; it's always someone else, isn't it. NOTHING will change until every admits

they are the problem and the solution. In my world, I try to leave a positive mark every day. Be it as simple as recognizing a good deed,

maybe give the server a couple extra bucks and tell them how well they did their job, the list of positive drops are everywhere. It's time

to wake up and say life is good in America and we need to celebrate and defend our freedom.
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On and on it goes! Yesterday, while cycling on a nature path, a couple was coming toward me. They had their masks on their chin. As

soon as they saw me, they pulled up their masks in unison. Also; when I try to talk reason and logic to people concerning the harmful

masks, I get responses such as "It's a personal choice" and "it's my FREE WILL"! I've already given up on this brain dead and delusional

society. Now, the evil criminal cartel is going after 6 month old babies! No doubt, millions of brainless/oblivious parents will offer up

their babies on the Luciferian altar of Big Pharma. Anyone who believes that we are ever going to escape this insanity, is going to have

a big surprise this fall - or sooner! -- BTW: I even had a cashier who seems to "understand" that she's breathing back her own carbon

dioxide in the mask. She then stated that she's getting used to it! I don't care what anyone else says or thinks - this society is already

dead!
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I stopped wearing my mask as soon as it was allowed by the company. Other employees continued to wear the mask. Now

seeing a few of them working without their masks so maybe I helped inguence them to remove the masks that don't work! I

hope this trends continues!!
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I saw two people working out at the gym this morning with masks on - well ventilated away from people, but working out with

masks on --- for something as benign as 2.0? I don't get it. Is MSM still pushing it... if they are, I'm glad such a low number in my

area are following their advice. I'm still beyond angry at Newsome for punishing CA with masks still - but it's probably the

communistic Sen. Pan advising him.
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Masking seems to be making a comeback in California. I will choose arrest/jail over masking.
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Thanks for the replies. Covering one's breathing apparatus in the hopes of blocking a viral particle that can easily penetrate any

of those masks, is true idiocy and insanity. What do the masks achieve? Hypoxia, carbon dioxide poisoning, ]lling with

pathogens (especially when people cough and sneeze into them); and the one that the mask wearers don't want to hear (they

actually don't want to hear any of it!) - breathing in the micro]bers from the mask - that go into the lungs! We are living in a

world of insanity and Paranoid Delusion! -- Those masks will make people sicker than some cold/gu virus ever could. I hope you

all know what happens to your brain if it's getting insuKcient oxygen.
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I may in time choose to forgive but will not forget how my family and I were treated. Both of my sons missed their senior years of high

school, no prom, no football games, no graduation, no rituals to say goodbye to friends and move on to the next phase of life. Both

]nished high school and started college online, learning nothing of value. Now they are made to test weekly and wear masks around

the campus which signals their unvaxxed, pureblood status. I tell them the only silver lining may be that they will make millions selling

their healthy sperm. My father had leukemia and was hospitalized. None of us could go see him dying in ICU and the nurses told me he

kept calling for me at night before he died alone.

Luckily I am a part of a church which is very politically active and none of my church family are vaxxed and we all stayed healthy for
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Luckily I am a part of a church which is very politically active and none of my church family are vaxxed and we all stayed healthy for

the past two years. But I lost my best friend who is vaxxed and boosted and turned her back on me after 42 years because I “didn’t

care enough about others”;and take the death shot. Perhaps that stings most of all but I am a nurse practitioner who walked away

from her career when I saw what medicine had become and am proud to have stuck to my guns through it all.
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belkat
Joined On 6/5/2022 11:47:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well done for sticking to your guns in such tough circumstances!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have lost a couple of friends that I have known for over 40 years. They won’t have anything to do with me. They believe the lies. I

always thought that they were smart. Maybe not. Family that got the jab act strange too. I think the jab is some kind of mind

modi]cation product. I also believe that it’s an IQ test. Regarding forgiveness, I do believe in forgiving people but you don’t have to

continue the relationship with them. Forgiveness doesn’t help them, but it does help the person that forgives
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have had that same experience with my father & his wife, I believe there is something to what you said, a kind of mind

modi]cation. There is a coldness there that I do not recognize. Even if they disagree with me, there is an obsession with the

Covid Vax as if they are tuned in to a vibration only they understand. They are radical in their reasoning.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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Watch the movie "Invasion of the Body Snatchers", circa 1956. It's as if many people's minds have been taken over by something

alien.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shannon it’s as if their minds are becoming reptilian. Cold like a snake.  har I have watched the movie a lot and I never thought

people would really act like that
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My doctors are homeopaths and naturopaths who have not suggested any mandatory vaccines. I do not take any pharmaceutical

products ever. I am in charge of my health and the decisions in keeping my body healthy. I ignored mainstream media and government

communications on my health. I have lost a few friends who thought I was reckless in my health decisions. I am perfectly healthy. I will

move on and continue to follow my path regardless. I will make new friends.
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Handash
Joined On 3/2/2009 7:00:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Dr. Merc. we had an Australian cricketer, Shane Warne criticize the tennis player, Jocovitch for not getting Jabbed. 12mths. later

the cricketer was dead. (A haughty spirit comes before a fall)
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to Alex Berenson, overall deaths in Australia are spiking.
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m surprised the media didn’t interview Jocovitch for a comment on the death of the cricketer. He could have said; “My hearts

and prayers go out to his grieving family during this time of sorrow and loss. But let this be a teachable moment to everyone

and I hope you better understand why I chose not to be vaccinated!”
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Masonmannix that is precisely why he wasn't interviewed.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DON'T SUPPORT BUSINESSES THAT EVEN TRY AND FORCE HAND SANITIZERS, EVERY PURCHASE IS A VOTE, DON'T BUY ANY NAME

BRANDS ESPECIALLY WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR FOOD...
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I am called out for being unvaccinated, I ask the accuser if they believe that the vaccine is effective. If they say yes, then I ask

why they care if I'm vaccinated because the vaccine is protecting them, if they say no, then I ask why they are trying to shame me into

getting a vaccine that they know isn't effective? These folks are generally left speechless and confused, but still won't admit that they

are wrong.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here. It's astonishing what mass formation psychosis does to the ability to think, or maybe it's the lack of ability to think

that has them subject to the mass formation psychosis in the ]rst place. I use the same argument with the same results. If

you're protected by the "vaccine," why do you even care? Well, they respond, the "vaccine" just makes me less susceptible but

YOU are still a danger to me because you are not vaccinated. You can't ]x stupid.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaxxed reply is usually that the vax keeps them from dying, which we know to be untrue. What I ask is if I am some miracle

since after over two years, I did not live in a hermetically sealed bubble, am not vaxxed and I have not gotten sick.
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kujosrose1
Joined On 2/28/2007 6:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So right, Jackaroni - and it seems like that's the exact point at which their ability to reason or think logically just comes to a

complete and total halt. They can't think beyond that - that's the brainwashing at work and it's just so mind-boggling and

frustrating, because at that very point, and it's pretty much universal, they're not willing to engage in any further discussion.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fomenting hatred is a tool of tyrants & it's used in many ways large & small. Many not even seen or recognized. Actually, it has been

more than making life unlivable for the unvaccinated. It has been making life unlivable for those vaccinated - & incredibly intensely

more unlivable for the Un-Jabbed. It's a reason why so many clung to the destructive narrative. It's why the Legacy Media still has

Fauci pop up running his mouth promoting the Jab/s with negatives denied, promoting false positives, & why some of the vaccinated

cling out of fear to their bad choice.

For over two years this has made it hard for too many to see what good is a product for a bug billed as an extreme threat, when reality

is many don't even catch it, most of those who do wouldn't even know it, of those who did get sick enough to need to seek medical

help were denied it until they reached a life threatening status, those who received medical treatment, most got what is hard to deny,

destructive measures.

Many of those died. Then when those on the ground in the medical community are verboten to speak the truth, it's easier for the

general public to accept the lies, than it is to see the obvious painful truth. The Corona Control Campaign is far from over. It just

changes faces & messaging. Even though many who bought the Plandemic lock stock & barrel still consider me, us as an enemy, I

have never considered them as such. It's been one long hard road traveled to make head way to break their fear, to accept the diKcult,

unimaginable vicious tactics of Parasitic Parasite$.

While here, much a rural area & being targeted as Corona Dis-ease hotbed, actually highlighted in some national news reports as areas

needing concentrated efforts for compliance - just in recent months - it is heartening to see many who formally bought it all have

]nally seen it for what it is. Unfortunately, though, we can lead a horse to water, but we can't make it drink. When the horse is ready

though, time to act.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The number one foundation to the current Big Pharma Monopoly is Preventing Dis-ease, promoting Health & Immune Systems

is unhealthy to their pro]ts. Truth is unhealthy to Parasitic Predator$ pro]table ill-gotten gains. Their vision of pro]table that is.

Also, it's unlikely the current Covid campaign has ended, so if & when it rears up again, or for that matter just as likely another

boogieman is brought in to take its' place or added with it, perhaps we should be taking a closer look at the 13 Amendment. We

have a right not to be slaves, or to be coerced into dictates of those who desire to be Slave Masters.
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ThyroidGirl
Joined On 7/11/2017 3:56:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got thrown out of Mississippi Market in Saint Paul Minnesota on West 7th Street in June 2020 for not having TWO LAYERED mask on.

(My mask was black and lacy with holes in it like ]shnets cuz baby I'm so connected to God that I was never afraid!) Chris the manager

and the other workers surrounded me in uni]ed harassments and it was the worst thing I've ever been thru! Straight up witch

hunt....Most ironic thing of all is that this is the HEALTH FOOD STORE.....its like the "healthiest" places were the most ass backwards

places. Shows what fakers most people are. Fake spiritual, fake healthy, and fake KIND.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said. I wore a mask to grocery shop. Then I just ordered out, or bought from small food farms online. I will be growing my

own in short order! Wish me luck!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dayyyyyyamn! Talk about not believing in their own products!!!
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same at our vegan, hippie, pink haired, deer in the headlights food co-op. Went full on Nazi. Or should I say just dropped the

mask [ pun intended.]
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was barred from the local health food store since I have never worn a mask and never will. That's ok as their prices are 20% to

100+% higher than elsewhere. The few items I couldn't purchase elsewhere, they brought outside to me and I gave them cash to

take back in. They had to come back out with my change. They MADE themselves my own personal shopper. What a farce.

Another (California based) company barred me from the premises being maskless. They actually allowed me inside everytime

wearing my motorcycle helmet with the face shield OPEN! The manager said it was ]ne as it technically was a face covering.

Can't make this stuff up.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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What is so odd is, medical/dental oKces seem to be the last to know that masks are no longer required and the reasons why.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is not the politicians, the press the poison manufacturers at fault. "your honor, I did not know that blackmail and coercion was a

crime, therefore I plied not guilty. 50.23 and 24 Exception from General Requirements, it is illegal to make anybody participate in an

experimental program using coercion. “That is, in fact howwe actually embraced, in US Law the Nuremberg Code. So coercion is illegal

and we need to call it coercion. We don’t want to call it leverage’, we don’t want to call it pressure’.

We want to call it the illegal act that it is. It’s coercion. “And that becomes important, because under 18 US Code 2331 802, inside of

the de]nition of domestic terrorism is any time a US citizen or a government in the US is forced to do something that it would not

otherwise do, that’s not only coercion but domestic terrorism. Are you willing to violate 18 US Code 2331, which says that it is illegal to

coerce the population and that is a felony and the felony has a 99-year prison term.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How to move forward? Same as always: expose and ridicule those who lie, cheat, steal, violate the Nuremberg Code, etc. (...not just
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when it's convenient, but at every opportunity.) Find out who the WEF politicians and bureaucrats are and do all we can to keep them

away from public policy of any kind. **regardless of rampant election fraud, this is critically important, especially right now thru Nov**
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Almond
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it must go further than that. They must be prosecuted and made examples of to deter others. They must be removed from

society for the protection of the people and the preservation of liberty.
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Please also see what I posted to Otis's thread about writing to various sources (not politicians). Thank you Rampaging Manatee

for stepping forward, and thank you Almond for what you wrote. Appreciation to people like you who "get it" and want to see

something good done.
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Thank you RampagingManatee. Further to TheOrages comments re unpublished letters, I am experiencing the same response

in the U.K., but agree that at least someone is reading these letters, namely the editor; so we must keep writing. On the subject

of what can we do? Last week the WHO met in Switzerland where the Biden-led amendment proposals to the International

Health Regulations were thankfully defeated, at least temporarily jamesroguski.substack.com/.../we-wonAt  this meeting, Brazil

and some USA states intimated that they wanted out of the WHO. Could this be the answer?

Should we not now be pressurising our political representatives to remove our respective countries from the clutches of this

unelected body? Even call for the disbandment of it? Bear in mind that there is still the WHO’s proposal for a Pandemic Treaty,

which if adopted will give carte blanche control of your health; with our governments being toothless tigers in the process.

Simply put, the WHO is one massive congict of interest; funded by self-serving entities, how marvellous to be in the position of

creating a problem (e.g. pandemic), provide the solution (e.g. vaccines, lockdowns) and ]ll your pockets at the expense of the

ignorant masses. Nice work.
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" Until or unless the experimental jab pushers acknowledge reality, we will never be able to see eye to eye."  Anyone with a modicum of

understanding of human nature knows this will never happen. I'm pretty sure Dr. Mercola would agree, he's unusually astute and

realistic that way, although couches his words at times, smartly. I'm left with the unpleasant conclusion that our best hope is if Geert

Vanden Bosche's predictions are right and there is mass carnage among the jabbed. And I do NOT appreciate being forced into such

inhumane wishes by THEIR inhumanity.
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I will be very sad to see the jabbed totally fall apart but I do see it all around me in people I love dearly. Heart problems, blood

sugar problems, very sick after all possible jabs -- and I wish no ill will on anyone. I simply wish those who are tied up in this will

wake up to the situation so they can join the resistance with whatever they have left to ]ght with. Humanity / cultures go

through cycles, largely because of loss of memories when one generation is gone, and the next makes the exact same mistakes

and falls for the same types of schemes. All kinds of humans continue to be born and propagate. It's part of being here on the

planet.
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Funny you should say that...... I was pondering the same thing. Ugh. I do not appreciate it either - but illegally forcing the "free"

people in the United States (and I wish Dr. Reiner Fuellmich would make progress with this!) to obey this crap that they started -

makes my ears red!
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Yes Loves it's not where we'd like to be but they decided to wage this war. Sure wasn't my idea. I like live and let live. When

attacked by somebody who wants you utterly defeated, destroyed even, the choice is clear - us or them. MysticTuba says "I wish

no ill will on anyone. I simply wish those who are tied up in this will wake up to the situation so they can join the resistance with

whatever they have left to ]ght with". We don't live in such a dream world. In this world, such people never wake up. Or, if they

do, they are still the same malleable people and will fall for the same lies next time and, once again, want us dead. Charity

towards them ensures they prevail.
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When I was ]rst contacted about getting the Vax jab (February 2020) I said no thank you. The surgery phoned me a couple of days

later and asked why I wouldn't have the jab. I reeled off the list of ingredients, she asked me in a quite condescending manner where I

got my information from. Obviously expecting me to say Facebook or something similar, when told her it was from the drug company's

own website there was a bit of a pregnant pause, I was never contacted about it again. This was before I'd even heard of the mRNA

platform.

I saw a cardiologist last June for a minor heart problem. The hospital was empty apart for a few staff wandering around doing sod all.

The consultant asked if I'd had the covid jab I replied no, he asked me why, I told him I did not want to take part in an experimental drug

trial, as stated on the UK.gov website. When I received a copy of his report he had actually written down 'antivaxxer'. Still not vaxxed,

never wore a mask, didn't isolate, never had covid, still alive.
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If you could prove you have received other vaccines, such as childhood vaccines, I would sue him for defamation of character,

because incorrectly labeling you to other health care professionals is a detriment.
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It does not seem to occur to a single one of these sociopathic dictators that one day, as the worm turns--and it will, that the world they

are creating in treating people as subhuman may one day envelope them.
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Right on! Further, the dictators themselves could fall into the very traps that they set for others. Example: What if the dictators'

own homes and their own surrounding areas fell victim to ]res where ]re]ghters refused to step forward, due to fear of the

virus, just as happened in California? There are many more examples, this is only one of them. "It will never happen to me" "I am

above it all, immune" can be very erroneous assumptions.
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Or to the "vaxxed" that they may suffer. Both for their lack of critical thinking and the hate they've lavished on all who might be

most apt to help them if the mass experiment goes wrong.
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Matthias Desmet said intelligent people fall for the spin. I think those who didn't are more intelligent then. This past two years has

accomplished a lifetime of lessons compressed into one, on character reveal of those around me, and how distorted their thinking

really is. I would never have known that, and perhaps gone to them for advice instead of depending on my own clear thinking. Wow, I

am just bowled over by so many, I had no idea how mean spirited and vindictive people I know could be to those acting within their

ethical and natural human rights.

Neighbours, friends, and all petty tyrants covered up their penchant for control well, until authorities sanctioned them to let loose, and

so they did by victimizing other human beings. Many hypocritically advertising themselves as ]ghters for social inclusion on other

social and political issues. I won't forget, this has served to dramatically increase my awareness on human nature, and as a result I will

relate differently to everyone going forward, reminding myself that what I see on the surface is a well crafted mask, and to tread

carefully.
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I just received an email from American Airlines with some special offer to gy with them. I happily responded back that it will be a very

cold day in He!! before I use any AA service of any kind. I have effectively "cancelled" every company I have on a my list of the

Covid-19 Hoax terrorists that I will never forgive for what they did. I hope many many others will do the same. I pray they all go under

and that Bankruptcy Courts refuse to allow them a way out of their self imposed problems. They will probably not care about my

boycott but if millions of like minded people do the same they will get the idea. Corporate America needs to be punished for how they

punished us. GO WOKE GO BROKE!
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The plandemic has brought out the worst in many people. It has split society into several factions, and brought many core (and ugly)

personality traits to the surface. I have endured my share of despising and hate. In cases like this, there is no forgive and forget in my

dictionary. I dissociate from all those types described above. And I have zero desire to 'go back to normal,' because the previous

normal is in fact a fully self-destructive society. For those of us who saw through all of the BS from the beginning, and saw through all

the haters... well, we have a new society to create. In our new society, I have no need or desire to include personalities that will

undermine what we create.
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I learned early on, just how susceptible the vast majority are to propaganda. Once they have been seized by fear, they abandon all

common sense. As a hospital volunteer, I was offered one of these "vaccines" back in January 2021. Since the volunteer program had

been suspended, due to the circulating virus, I did not feel compelled to line-up for one. I did, however, feel compelled to learn as much

as I could about both the virus & these so-called "vaccines". I ended up going down a very deep rabbit hole as well as a long & winding

road of discovery. It was then that I realized that we had all been lied to, on a grand scale, about everything.

The lies were both of commission & of omission. The more I read & researched, the more horrifying the picture became. My decision

not to be "vaccinated" was a result of having done my due diligence & from having examined all of the available information. I had to

learn whom I could trust & who was completely untrustworthy. I looked at everything both logically & rationally, including early

out-patient treatment, which was being both vili]ed & denied. I dare say that therein lies the difference between myself & those who

simply believed everything they were told by our federal health agencies (Fauci in particular) & rolled-up their sleeves.

The outright lies & overall deception were staggering, yet the average person was completely unaware of them. Further, most were

content to remain willfully ignorant. I tried my level best to share my knowledge, but sadly, most were not receptive. Their

brainwashing was too complete. Now I simply hold my breath & hope that they do not develop any long term serious consequences.

Between my spouse & me, we know of (14) people who have been injured by these "vaccines", two of whom have died.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There will be no return to the "before times" because it's not possible. Once you have seen a person's inner totalitarian, it cannot be

unseen. Once you have seen or read someone call for people to be ]red or otherwise harmed for being rightly skeptical about these

"vaccines," that's not easily forgotten. The Covidians are every bit the cult as those who died in Jamestown. They continue clinging to

every word uttered by their priesthood, they continue clinging to the idea of perpetual boosters as their true and only god, and many

still treat the control group - and that who the unvaxxed are - as evil. Forgiveness is a nice concept but even if one extends that

courtesy to people who do not really deserve it, there is no forgetting who and what those people truly are. Friends, relatives,

co-workers, and others who fell on different sides will likely never resume their previous lives, and it is hard to blame them. I don't want

anything to do with people who actively wished harm on me over these shots. Who would?
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my family we still love each other and just avoid talking about Covid. We agree to disagree.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The mask is their holy vestment, the needle (like a junkie) their holy relic, Falsi their high priest, his lies, their holy scripture, the

shot liquid their holy blood to be worshiped.... Well you know what THE Lord said about worshiping false idols. The Lord doesn't

like that very much, in fact it makes the Lord downright cranky!  "I am the Lord your GOD! and you shall not put false gods before

me".  Well I guess some people are idiots and have to learn the hard way.  (Good luck with that)
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glennlawngirl
Joined On 12/13/2021 6:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with Dr Zelenko that this is a spiritual war. Loving ones neighbor, which we are called to do, is not easy when the neighbor is

deranged and wants you dead.
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Orcus_
Joined On 9/4/2021 10:06:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Fauci’s Wife Drafted The Policy To Intimidate Vaccine Resistors  .  .  .  .   greatgameindia.com/fauci-intimidate-vaccine-resistors
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camarous
Joined On 4/16/2020 8:37:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I enjoy reading all the comments and knowing that there is a community of people who have not fallen for the harassment and

propaganda. But we are preaching to the choir, unless we continue to try to educate others. Just today, after listening to a live podcast

with Drs Marik, Kory, Cole and others, we were asked to write to the US FDA by tomorrow to voice our opinions on their vote for EUA of

the vaccine for children ages 6 mos to 5 years. That is beyond apprehensible! Children are more likely to be struck by lightning then to

die from this virus.

Putting a jab in their arms will weaken their innate, robust immune systems and is a road to possible lifelong illness. Another pro]t

center for Big Pharma, I guess, is their goal. Please, right now, go to the FDA website and post your views on their petition. Tomorrow

is the deadline, but supposedly, they will collect notes after that date. Talking amongst ourselves is therapeutic, but action is what is

needed to put an end to the dictates of these agencies. Then do one more thing, ask all your aware friends and family to do the same.
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DonaldRLasterJr
Joined On 10/25/2021 5:19:27 PM
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Anyone who has kept up with the real knowledge and not the propaganda knows their are no vaccines related to the

COVID-19/Wuhan/Fauci virus. And any one who has taken any of the injections is engaginf in Russian-Roulette. The damage done to

the body by the injections, not even counting the deaths caused by the injections, is slowly killing people over time. From the credible

documents, from both Mercola and others, has exposed the harmful side-effects of these injections. I suspect from what is being

reported, and even attempted to be covered up, we will see lots of people, especially those in their 30s to 40s, dying over the next 5

years or so. What is interesting is we are repeating the 1918 Flu Epidemic killings. People who have researched what actually occurred

found the people who died had taken a experimental vaccine and died as a result of the bacterial meningitis infections. One of the

earliest study about this I read was 10 to 15 years ago.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only that, but in 1918 radio signals had just become widespread to the public. Just as ]ve g today. Both RF signals.
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DazedandInfused
Joined On 9/8/2018 10:47:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In most cases forgive AND forget. It was an extreme situation where the stakes were perceived to be life or death for all concerned.

Neither side was about to be budged, so I learned early on not to force the issue no matter how much I cared for someone. Otherwise

you could and should expect an ugly response which wouldn't be entirely their fault. Most people stayed civil though heated in their

arguments which were mostly out of concern for our mutual well being. If anyone reacted cruelly or viciously then yes, I'd distance

myself in the future. But extreme situations test our character, and not all of us pass. A little peace, love and understanding is the

prescription.
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exhibitdesign
Joined On 6/19/2016 7:02:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last summer my boyfriend hosted a family party to which I was not invited. You see, his daughter dislikes me. I sort of invited myself,

as he was very sheepish and said "of course you are invited". I went to the party, his daughter was arrogantly wearing her mask, even

outdoors, almost like she was showing off her intelligence. I was in the kitchen/dining area, his daughter was in there too. His 2 sisters

walked in and his daughter asked smugly "Is everyone here vaccinated?" (she already knew the answer, she was setting me up) .

Before I could say "I am not but will go outside or put on a mask" his sister blurted out "Karen's not vaccinated!".

I was furious. I asked my boyfriend how his sister knew my vax status, he said his daughter told his sister I wasn't. If his daughter

already knew who was or wasn't vaccinated of the 5 people in the room, she did it just to set me up. He refused to believe/recognize

her rudeness even though he witnessed it. I broke up with him the next day. That wasn't the only reason but it was the tipping point.

The arrogance of the vaccinated is just astounding.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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ASTOUNDING. I don't think arrogance is the gate into the kingdom of joy and peace though.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM
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If we look at the past 20 years, its nothing but division. Pitting us against each other, whether it be the forced Jabs, gender

classi]cation, politics, gun control, religion, etc. We all have a right to our opinions, respectively. And the knowledge to seek the correct

answers speci]cally. One thing we can ALL agree on is the lack of accountability in our elected/selected oKcials. Laws are to keep us

under control, whilst they commit such atrocities. We all want to live our lives in peace and raise our children. Stay focused, People.

There is a God and He is in control.  We have to stay Strong.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Newsome doesn't think he's wrong - he's still under the misguided power trip - prob. at the hands of Sen Pan... while the rest of the

country navigates the new norm just ]ne. I saw two people exercising in the gym today with masks on. You try not to judge - but this

version is so benign. My thinking goes to the lungs, to how we need fresh air in the lungs vs what you're catching in your mask from

your mouth and then putting that back into your lungs. It's downright awful. For my little friend out there who is skipping PT because of

Newsome's masks laws, good for you for just saying no! Def no need to stress the body out even further.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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You've got it kid, I've seen the same thing here - and people out running with a mask!! (BLEH!!)  You can lead a mule to the

stream, but you can't make them drink. As to the governor known as Nuisance (Along with Nancy Pelousy) - follow the money -

how much is that pirate pocketing and from whom? He continues to make what was once a beautiful state - a state of the Beach

Boys, Jan and Dean, ocean sun sets, surf green guitars, tremolo on your amps, surf boards, and beach movies into a vile

cess-pit. All in our life times!
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Newsome works for Clouse and his great reset evil empire.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey RedRaven!!!! It's so good to hear your voice on here! True words!!! He's letting the most beautiful state turn into a giant

garbage can! Sitting at a Starbz in Georgia thinking about 'gu season' - and pandemic season - and human health in general.

We're losing discernment in more ways than just one, and it's really sad.  SCANKAT - and as per usual, we leave people with the

least common sense in charge because the majority fear losing them at the helm - except they're guiding our ship straight

towards the rocks. It's a darn shame!
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we refer to "The Ten Stages of Genocide" (such as at http://genocidewatch.net ) then the treatment of the unvaxxed satis]ed the

]rst four stages; Classi]cation, Symbolization, Discrimination, Dehumanization. Our political leaders didn't seem the least bothered by

that.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not vaxxed, my neighbor and her husband (my age group, but youthful and healthy) are not vaxxed. My boyfriend who is a "law and

by the book person" got vaxxed. Never had a gu shot in his life, he's 63 years old. The city he works for mandated it, so he took it and

then took the booster willingly. He thinks it works! LOL. But what he doesn't know and I do, is that hey takes Oracia, which is by and

large doxycycline. I believe that's why he never got COVID. He has a horrible diet, but good genetics.

When I told him masks don't work, he simply said "I wore them and never got COVID" -- I purchased all the needed elements in case I

got sick and share with my neighbor when she did. They recovered with no issue. She offered me money for the 'goods' and I told her...

NO We truly are all in this together, and I couldn't charge you for something I have plenty of. My BF likes things to be easy, he doesn't

have it in him to ]ght the good ]ght. It's been diKcult, but I refuse. God help us all.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pfft, I hear you loud and clear!!!  I'm glad you are ]ne as well! I did notice a pick-up in allergies and sicknesses around me (busy

house, young adults who ignored the whole crisis and never got sick) ... I could ]ll a book with all the stories coming in from

around me. Jeesh! But that same struggle - I feel ya!  I'm wondering how long it will take for the piper to be paid.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hatred bigotry and racism are tools of that small percentage that presume they have humanity by the balls. and they are very very

wrong in their opinion. humanity are on the up and soon their lies and deceit will be before all to see, long live love and happiness

remember those that show you hate are actually showing you how not to hate by not being like them. much love to all
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reb22656
Joined On 6/10/2016 7:31:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am very much afraid of the LGBT community being targeted again, just like the bad old days of HIV/AIDS. And no, I still haven’t

spoken to or forgiven certain friends or family for their banishment from events of those not vaccinated and boostered. I was

railroaded into doing both, but I still won’t speak to them or forgive them because 1. they haven’t changed; 2. I feel totally disrespected;

and 3. if they were to know I was vaccinated, they would suddenly see me as socially acceptable because I decided to “protect myself

and others” (never mind that I already had covid), and not care that the shot could have damaged my health or some day kill me.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sick and tired of the government and media's efforts to divide us. The whole uproar over vaccination status, race and

gender identity is because the government and media keeps talking about it!!! They just need to shut up and let everyone go on

about their business, but no, we have to constantly hear about either how oppressed we are, or how oppressive we are being.

More of the masses need to wake up and see the manipulation for what it is!
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently my sister sent me the following link, exclaiming that "]nally the truth is ]ltering into main media."  I replied that I objected to

the idea that self sovereignty required amnesty.   From "Wickedpedia" the de]ntion of amnesty is  "Amnesty (from the Ancient Greek ,

amnestia, "forgetfulness, passing over") is de]ned as "A pardon extended by the government to a group or class of people, usually for

a political offense; the act of a sovereign power oKcially forgiving certain classes of people who are subject to trial but have not yet

been convicted."[1]" So, no, the truth is not ]nally ]ltering into main media.

nationalpost.com/opinion/raymond-j-de-souza-to-heal-our-pandemic-divis..
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The depravity of Nazi Germany was ended only by war crimes trials and executions. The brutalities of Leninism and Stalinism were

ended only by the end of the Soviet Union and the dissolution of the Soviet Communist Party. The menace of Red China continues

because this evil party and its monstrous regime remain in existence. The terror of American Covidism will not be gone until Fraudci

and Collins are twisting on the gallows for crimes against humanity, Birx and Wallensky and Hotez are disgraced and unemployed and

the party of atheism, abortion and aberrancy is not just defeated but sent to where the Fascisti and the Khmer Rouge are this

November and in 2024.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish you would not bring religion into ethics. They are not the same.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crazy times!
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't believe the *** created the Federal Reserve. They based there economic model on production and bartering in order to

avoid the global banking system with is based on debt and usury. The Bolsheviks were however ]nanced by New York bankers.
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blitzie
Joined On 3/12/2007 11:31:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our government is ]lled with sold outs, some are morons who sellout, e.g., former president Rump who called Covid a hoax in early

2020, and it was launched by the Democrats to discredit him; that it'd be gone in the spring like any other virus. It was not addressed

properly by Donnie, and still not by Ol' Joe, another sellout. Seems like no one on the national stage is talking reality of how to take this

head-on as prescribed by physicians who are doing it ala the FLCCC protocol and Dr. Mercola's recommendations. My own brother has

bought the government line and ridicules Dr. Mercola and nagged me to get the jab. He doesn't even read scienti]c reports I sent him

excerpted from here, and he ignores the agony of those negatively affected, calling them outliers; Dr. Mercola is a money hungry

quack; and I should get the jab.

Nothing soaked in. I gave up on him for this and other unkind acts. I continue keeping my immune system pumped up and, if I get the

virus, I'll be following the protocol that works per above that'll keep me out of the hospital. It's crazy how bad our government has sold

out. We need ordinary boy scout-like citizens to run for oKce - not to enrich themselves, but to do the right thing for working people

and the environment. Big Everything, e.g., Big Pharma, doesn't need welfare, and they need to pay their fair share of taxes.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually our government is far more ]lled with communists than anybody really knows. Most all of the Deep State alphabet

agencies are liberals=socialists=communists. Government civil service during the FDR era was prevented from being unionized.

FDR himself called it not acceptable. But since that time we know government civil service was a "jobs program speci]cally for

liberals / progressives". Obama, being a good little communist saw that and decided he would do his best to use that situation

to bene]t his plan to "fundamentally change America". His weaponization of those agencies of life time employees was the

beginning of the Deep State.

Obama also included the IRS, FBI, FDA and CDC. All of these agencies and departments had the corrupted power structures he

needed. Even though he failed to get the wide open "race war" he tried to incite, he wanted to passed along his ground work to

Clinton who was interrupted by Trump. So to get back to Obama's agenda the democRATS had to come up with something very

special; an emergency heath Pandemic that was used to steal a presidential election. Just proves how correct Ronald Reagan

was when he said "freedom is only one generation from extinction". Name one thing that Biden has done to bene]t the America

since he illegally entered the White House.
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm, we are members at a local church and were married there. Not a mask wearer, I asked if we could sit in the foyer...60 feet from

everyone else. Nope, not acceptable. We were told we could go to another church! Needless to say, we have not gone back. Many

others have reached out and said they miss us. We thought of visiting but its not a good ]t. Maybe we'll have some of them over for a

BBQ this summer, after all they were scared and bought into the lies. I love them but we will stay on the path we are on! Another reason

I don't really plan to go back, is that they now have a new pastor assigned there of whom doesn't even believe that Satan is real. Wow,

read the Bible! Sad.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad you escaped from that "church". There are no actual churches anywhere. Only religious CORPORATIONS with board of

directors.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Church" is within yourself.
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mem4477
Joined On 5/19/2016 7:50:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I watched Plandemic, It said 90% of what we read, listen and watch is controlled by 6 corporate empires, Not for our good, but to be

controlled.
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Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See the report by Tim Gielen re this.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also; it's all funded by the usual suspects! I recall a case, a couple of decades ago when two journalists were attempting to

expose Monsatan's crimes. The editor stated (concerning the public): "We tell them what we want them to know".
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Iloveteatime
Joined On 6/4/2022 1:22:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I ]nd both Susan Dunham's and Mr Juju Baluyot's opinion, (the author of the MSN article speci]cally) interesting to read, as you don't

always hear many pro vaxxers admit their government may actually be wrong. Baluyot isn't shy of admitting he's vaxxed but neither is

Dr Malone, who also had the vaccines and ultimately is partly to blame for the chaos we're in today. Not everyone trusts him but that's

also an issue not discussed much these days.
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jlarandeau
Joined On 10/24/2006 8:49:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forgive, but do not forget!
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When it comes to health, freedom of Information is not merely amusing. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION IS LIFE AND DEATH.
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MauricioJr
Joined On 9/25/2017 6:15:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In no way can this war be forgotten. On the contrary, it should be remembered whenever possible, as this was only a small

demonstration of what is to come. In addition, we have to learn a lot from this moment, especially about the control and inguence of

the big media on people.
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mettalaw
Joined On 2/10/2014 1:57:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish I could share your optimism about the truth's coming out. From where I sit, politics and big biz look like twin edi]ces of lies,

especially in America. E.g., Kennedy was murdered 59 years ago--where's the public proof of who did it? Where's the appropriate

response to the few quiet confessions that the Iraq war was founded on lies? Where's the public proof of who pulled off 9/11? Gulf of

Tonkin? Every one of these narratives had holes big enough to drive a Mack truck through; yet the Powers That Be stick to their lies,

lies, lies. Why will the COVID story be any different? These rogues have grown only bolder and more outrageous with the years.
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ron2717
Joined On 8/13/2017 12:29:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a globalist agenda to depopulate using many similar techniques detailed within this video

rumble.com/vzwhg2-lets-review-dr.-james-giordanos-the-brain-is-the-bat..  The roots of the propaganda thinktanks we are up against

are covered here rumble.com/v17g26-the-tavistock-institute-destroying-the-world-one-li..
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I explain it this way to those who call themselves "progressives" to progress from what made the most prosperous and powerful nation

to whatever their version of control and fairness which I translate to communism or Luciferian global governance. To be fair, most

haven't thought it out that far and are well-meaning dupes just being used for their cause. I give them an example. I say I am a skilled

driver and my car is very high performance with tires of extreme high traction and I can turn into their driveway at 40 miles per hour

and stop before hitting your house only skidding sidewise a little while your child is playing in your front yard.

I can do this with con]dence that it will work and no harm would come to the child. They tell me that is egregious and they wouldn't

stand for that even IF I could do it because they are protective of their child they love and the risk is unacceptable. I say: "Great, we

have a starting point of agreement!" For just about any of the progressive schemes be it disarming the population of guns or forcing all

to take their so called vaccination coming from eugenicists, it is risk just like my example and more so because it is not just risking

one child playing in the front yard it is risking everyone and everything we know and love and all the rest of the world.

There is something wrong with them, because they simply don't see that. They have a trust in authorities unnaturally far beyond their

realization of my driving skills and car's performance capabilities. They "feel" safe with government doing dangerous things, but not

me. For government to fund "gain of function" a clever term for creation of biological warfare, does anyone believe they aren't studying

the chemistry of this to alter the thinking of the population: I discovered why "progressives" think as they do! www.youtube.com/watch

 (skip to the end and think what chemistry might be used on humans). Do you think this is not researched?
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dexter64
Joined On 6/6/2022 5:10:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will forgive the haters and the righteous lectures, including those in my own family. Any businesses that mandated me off their

premises, I will avoid doing bushiness with for ever more when I can. I have lost respect for many people once regarded as friends

over this. Their shallow thinking, for their willingness to live in fear rather than use their own intelligence. I have not contracted covid

even though I have been exposed to it many times. Most of the jabbed people I know have contracted it. Not a word from any of them

about that irony. And our pathetic lying NZ government is continuing as though nothing has changed calling for more boosters and

going after the children now.

I had to sigh when I saw our prime minister jacinda adern lecturing the Harvard students about misinformation and its danger to

democracy. Did she mention that the NZ government has declared itself the one source of truth? Denied and ruthlessly suppressed

any form of debate? Ruined the careers and reputations of any brave enough to ask questions? That's her version of democracy and

sadly, it seems to resonate with many.
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Alquitit
Joined On 6/6/2022 4:36:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After watching Faucis experiments on HIV victims in the 80s, I automatically drew back to study this plandemic from a safe distance.

But this time, he had the censoring tech platforms, fake news, big pharma, and a political party to gaslight the unwary. For a time, it

looked like the biggest hoax in history would prevail 100%. But maybe there's a light at the end of the tunnel, yet.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never forgiving anything and never forgetting the terrorism spread by big pharma and the medical thugs.
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Fringemember
Joined On 6/6/2022 1:49:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not saying that the gays will or will not be the next target. I just wonder why the far left elites would make them targets of hate

when the gay community is probably largely made up of liberal thinkers like them (or at least, they're more on the left). I'd be interested

in anyone's thought on this.
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ThommyTwoHeads
Joined On 2/4/2021 10:42:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Skinning Non Sequiturs: Everyone Assassivaccinated had their Immune System Permanently Destroyed, will make Lethal Spikes in

pretty much every cell until death, and because every potent dose has the exact ingredients to cause every known & unknown

morbidity and mortality, the victim is actually infested with seeds for every one - without immunity, the ]rst lethal seed to sprout will

likely cause the death knell... Every Quaxine Insert has an EKcacy Disclaimer and lists the "unprevented" germ as a side effect... We

need to coin a new word to counter the ludicrous eKcacy porn claim a few less Delta cases on days 8 - 13 after the 20th Booster =

Quaxine EKcacy... DeKcacy might work as there will never be proof any Quaxine was the Proximate Cause of Anyone Not Catching a

Free Range Germ... and it sounds like defecate...
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's been absolutely unbelievable that even the subtlest sh*t shots at the unvaxxed have been constantly implied and outright directed

at them. Beyond incredulous. Absurd! I never heard thus far that the gay community was associated with monkeypox. So I just looked

it up. I still don't see much about it, even denials that it's true. OMG!
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ustarget
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:16:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IF the gay community is the designated enemy and target AS WELL AS the primary source of a global monkeypox outbreak, WE HAD

BETTER look at people in all media platforms ]rst and I mean not just the six families that control the media, but everyone in the

Hollywood, music and governments captured by the WEF. I came across some very convincing evidence at the following channels. Be

prepared as you will go through a grieving process. Put on the Armour of God. Reject evil.

www.bitchute.com/.../apocalypse_watchman  www.bitchute.com/.../dnV9Yu8FiPjv  https://odysee.com/@MrE:c  - today's post about

Princess Diane is breathtaking
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kujosrose1
Joined On 2/28/2007 6:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what's crazy to me is the jabbed now trying to live "normal" and travel once again, outside of the US, paying extra for a negative COVID

test to regain entry into the US - and they don't see the irony or hypocrisy.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If those that realize the public health and all public funded research is being controlled by the evil agents that run the pharmaceutical

industry which is the largest government lobby these days, do not ban together to rid us all the ridicules germ theory we all be

destroyed by it. I know it is scarry to dive down a hole that has no bottom, but this is the only way to turn this rapid disent into medical

tyrannical control around. Many rely on this anti-vaccine Paradym for income and identify with it as a part of themselves. That is no

reason to not dig deep into the lies that make up the entirety of viral theory. I just read The Moth in The Iron Lung and highly

recommend it as a start to give one a push down the hole of germ vs terrain. Nothing is more freeing in the end to realize we are our

own medicine. We can all heal if we just remove toxins and let our bodies do the rest. We are created by a perfect creator to be

healthily and happy with incredibal healing beings.
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kzbruce
Joined On 10/4/2010 4:00:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola! Your voice of truth has remained strong and constant despite the attacks by media and corrupt government

agencies. I agree that the truth will eventually win out. As that great philosopher, Elvis Presley, once said. "Truth is like the sun. It may

get hidden for a while, but sooner or later, it's coming out." We were recently at a family Memorial Day gathering, and all of us are open

about our choice regarding these dangerous shots. I mentioned the high incidence of HIV in Israel to help discourage a vaxed

household from choosing additional harm by getting "boosted."

I'm looking for ways to encourage vaxed loved ones and friends to avoid further damage rather than forcast doom on their future

health. Pretty sure this family will ponder that warning. Isn't it interesting that the murderous villian, Dr. Fouci, has a similar name to

the ]ctional Dr. Faustus? That medieval play told the story of greedy Dr. Faustus who was willing to sell his soul to the devil for 24

years od absolute power. We seem to have a real life Faustus who has done similar!!!
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How am I moving forward?? 9 millimeters at a time. From the best America hating, Marxist turned gun salesman this country has yet

seen!!
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loi24729
Joined On 8/21/2017 3:56:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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Think about it - hating them plays right into what the government wants - further division. I will never fully trust those who criticized (or

worse) my choice, but I do not want to hate my fellow citizens or family members. Because that is exactly what the govt / politicians

want and will continue to weaken our society and country.
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drb6345
Joined On 12/13/2021 5:25:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forgiveness is something someone asks for. If someone asks forgiveness for acting like an idiot I have no problem offering it.

Forgetting? Why - so we can do this again?
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Boomerguy
Joined On 11/29/2019 1:02:39 PM
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Good read. You covered much. I am 66 like you Dr. Mercola. I've used your site and other giants of NUTRITION and WELLNESS to learn

and IMPLEMENT my now vast knowledge of NUTRITION. I am super ]t and strong and lean like you except a much larger version. I'm

NFL tight end size and I tell you that because it has stopped nearly everyone from attacking me. I know since I've never put on a face

diaper what these MK ULTRA LEMMINGS are thinking since I've been the only person in hundreds with no DIAPER on my face many

times. I am active up here in Toronto east were we are still vili]ed and attacked as the unclean by our MSM COMMIE MEDIA

GLOBALIST WHORES for not putting POISON BIOWEAPON JABS in our PURE BLOOD.

It's interesting in my circles of people that these same people always asked for advice on FITNESS NUTRITION but now I'm simply

treated as gum on their shoes. Even by my Son now who will not speak with us. I'm going to continue to educate and help humanity as

best I can. One of the actions I do is distribute Druthers.net hard copy papers in Toronto area. We are more interested in ARRESTS

right now and they are coming. Awake Canada, Marcus Ray, and the 11th hour. This is the most important Awake Canada video to

date. We are in the 11th hour. Something very big is about to happen, and you need to know about it.

awakecanada.org/awake-canada-marcus-ray-and-the-11th-hour
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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secularheretic.substack.com/.../mass-formation-psychosis
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was not on the receiving end of any personal attacks, but I did have to stop any and all discussion with two of my closest friends.

One, who told me I had gone off the deep end, and I responded by telling him I was among the 30% who did not respond to mass

formation psychosis and HE was the one who was nuts, and that if he wanted to continue the friendship we would simply not speak of

it again. He retains his point of view and I mine. The other, who is more of my culture, we simply agreed no point in beating a dead

horse, and when that horse rears its ugly head one of us points out that there is that horse again, and we shut up about it.

Those taken in by the mass formation psychosis, in my experience, are nowhere NEAR ready to give it up. I have yet to speak to

another friend who has long covid even after both jabs and both boosters. Those people do NOT want to hear from the unjabbed,

unboosted, unasked, unsick, and unafraid. They simply do not know what to do with it. The worst I have encountered is from someone

who simply keeps his mouth shut but laughs at me. He has a sticker on his briefcase along the lines of protect yourself by getting

jabbed.

Oh well. I personally do NOT think the truth will come out, because I don't see the possibility of turning around that many minds unless

those who put that crap out there spend as much time and money retracting it as they spent putting it out there. We all know that is

not going to happen. I am SO glad I'm in my 70s and won't have to live through decades of this, although the next decade, should I

decide to stay here through it, will be "interesting."
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outcast
Joined On 6/6/2022 9:04:43 AM
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I remember when that propaganda piece by Micheal Stern came out. I was so disgusted and frightened to see that kind of hateful

garbage being published. Not long after that someone who I thought was a friend cut me out of her life after I expressed my very valid

concerns about the safety of the experimental shots. I’ve been dealing with an autoimmune disorder most of my adult life and have

above average knowledge about how our immune systems work so to me these shots looked like an immune disaster. This person

choose not to give her younger children most of the recommended early childhood vaccines but could not wait to get her kids the new

experimental mRNA shots, go ]gure.

She even asked for me to send her links with information about my concerns and I sent her to Doctors for Covid ethics, Dr. Trozzi,

Americas Frontline Doctors, a science paper that described how mRNA shots disabled the immune systems of monkeys and many

other very good resources and I not only never heard back from her she just stopped talking to me. I won’t get into details but I have

had some traumatic things happen to me in the past and experienced social ostracism for speaking out against a predator as a teen.

It’s a deep scar that made me very wary of society in general and dismayed at the level of pure denial that most people are willing to

live in if it makes their lives more comfortable or they appear more acceptable to those a rung up the social ladder, no matter if kids

are being hurt.

I’ve recently had to interact with this woman again because our kids are friends. I’ll never trust her again. I have found David

Charalabous’s videos at his website reachingpeople.net very helpful for understanding the psychological processes of perception and

how propaganda inguences us on a subliminal level and how to combat it and communicate calmly and clearly with the indoctrinated.

I highly recommend everyone check him out. I found him through Tess Lawrie’s World Council for Health.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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ah DUH " Its a dangerous path and we are still on it" What rational mind believes it would not be based on the fact the very same perps

who orchestrated all of this are in the very same positions. Some PLEASE de]ne the de]nition of insanity again for me? The utter lack

of meaningful accountability is the #1 crisis on the planet. I don't mean voting someone out of oKce either. REAL accountability and

REAL LAWs actually enforced. There MUST be a reckoning...
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Handash
Joined On 3/2/2009 7:00:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many "Vaxxidents" are happening in Australia from the wearing of masks & side effects from the Jabs. Be more alert when driving. A

police woman drove into oncoming traKc causing the death of a woman & her teeage son. An ambulance driver rolled the ambulance

killing the patient. A Dr. said it was sleep apnea, which is what my wifes' Dr. said after my wife fell asleep from a lack of Oxygen while

driving. She never had sleep apnea. Fortunately l shook her awake before she hit anyone. She had the windows up & heater on, (no

fresh air) & l couldn't stop yawning.
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Alex Berenson has a nice substack post today on the Australian realties...
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Joined On 8/23/2015 2:40:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, I am so greatful for the information you provided to us at the beginning of the scamdemic. I didn't get the experimental jab

because of preexisting health issues that if I would have taken it, I would surely have had major life-threatening reactions to it and die.

Thank you for standing up for truth and justice!
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Communism is the wrong term. There is not now nor has there ever been a (by de]nition) Communist country. It means the equal

distribution of all the goods and services to all the peoples of that country. Itdoesn't really matter whether it's extreme right or extreme

left. They both have rulers that take away human rights.. In the case of Hitler, for example, it may be more appropriate to call it

"totalitarianism" as opposed to communism.
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Well said Mo!
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I was screaming BS from the rooftops, starting from the end of January 2020. One person on my fairly large mailing list (I went to

grade school, HS, college and worked with him) told me that I was going to get people killed :) He's triple jabbed and voted for

Brandon! I took him off my list back then, but now occasionally send him short BOOMS of evidence he's been duped...
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Forgiveness is more about dwelling in your own peace of mind. Not granting any sort of free pass to the wrong doers. History is full of

humanity attacking itself without ever examining a motive except a monkey see, monkey do, mimicking. Forgiveness eases the mind.

Renews the spirit. Calms the soul. St. Francis penned this thought long before TV and newspapers. It has a most colorful ring about it.

"Forgiveness is the fragrance of the gower, on the heel that has crushed it." Peace begins with me!
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Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaxx addicts will never accept your forgiveness even as they are wheeled for their last trip into the hospital, believing their doctor's

prognosis that more boosters are their only hope; that their cancer; their stroke; their heart attack; their pneumonia; or their

clots/stroke had nothing to do with the shots - that the only dangers they face are the healthy "unvaxxed kooks responsible for the

disaster". But the nicer ones may decide to forgive you!
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sdpat1comcast.net
Joined On 4/10/2012 6:25:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will the gay community be vili]ed as the cause of monkey pox? No, they won't. They're now a protected class in the eyes of the media

and the government, and that makes them untouchable. It's more likely that MP will become the new AIDS and spawn the kind of

support we saw as a result of that outbreak. And we shouldn't lose sight of the possibility that they're only the ]rst wave. MP could

spread to the general population because members of the gay community don't live in isolation. We all inadvertently swap biological

material every day on door handles, shopping cart handles, etc. And don't forget that the virus could mutate and become airborne. It's

just not reasonable to assume that MP will be con]ned to the gay community, and I hope and pray that experts like Dr. Mercola will do

the research on this outbreak as they have done with c19.
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Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way MP could become "airborne" is if it was designed that way through gain of function.
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Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MP is supposed to be in the boosters as far as I understand such things and have read and heard specialists say in several

videos. Nothing to do with the gay community.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t necessarily hold a grudge against the fools that got vaxxed. You can only warn people so much and they need to make their

own decisions. As the numbers of those sick and dying around me increase I take no delight in being right, just sad that I wasn’t more

convincing. FYI check out the In Memoriam section of your college’s magazine to see all the untimely deaths
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I know people that are adamantly against being vaxxed, but were forced to do so in order to keep the job they couldn't afford to

lose.
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Jackaroni, I think of that as being raped vs. being willing, promiscuous, or a prostitute. It’s all on a continuum.
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The Monkeypox scare is already fading from the headlines and is doing so at least in part due to it's preponderance in the gay

community. This is yet more proof that all of what we've experienced in the last two years has nothing to do public health and

everything to do with political power for the left. And to the left, the power of the gay community in it's ]ght against the West is a tool

that cannot be sacri]ced.
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King County, WA Executive Dow Constantine decreed his injection mandate like some tin pot dictator and had thousands of people

]red from our jobs. 200+ were ]red by my employer at Constantine's pleasure. The unions sold us all out. Lke good brown shirts, the

HR and management were quite willing to destroy the careers of people they had lauded as "heroes" and some of us had stellar

records prior to the plandemic as well. It was and still is unnerving and sickening to be the target of dehumanization. And NO The Gays

are not going to be targeted for monkeypox or anything else. They are often the main ones and the loudest ones fomenting the hate

toward those of us who didn't submit to the injections, though.

Those who help foment this hate may want to remember, " Ironically it had been the support of Ernst Rehm, a known homosexual, and

his SA followers that had greatly helped Hitler gain power on January 30th 1933." -

www.historylearningsite.co.uk/nazi-germany/homosexuals-and-nazi-german..  At any rate, the persecution and destruction of my

career was painful but brought me closer to Jesus. I now know my faith and trust should be in Jesus and NOT in human things like

jobs, retirement plans, money, etc. I am free. The ]nancial damage Constantine ingicted on thousands of us appears to be something

he will get away with.

I'd advise anyone to avoid blue states. They're a dangerous place to live, especially now. And the union helped enforce the mandate but

some of them admit now that, even though everyone there is now fully injected with the gene transfer technology, employees keep

getting covid. Well will wonders never cease! On a sad note, two of the injected have had heart attacks, one never returned and the

other died in his sleep of the supposed heart attack. The one who died in his sleep had taken the shots voluntarily and probably early

on - so it took some months to kill him.
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Ico... This is the irony of the situation... who will be left to care for the sick and bury the dead? Most likely not those who got

jabbed. Will it be those who remain unvaxed and vili]ed? What part of "experimental" do people not understand? How can their

lives be so tame that they have never had to learn to cope or overcome their fears with rationality?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 3:11:11 AM
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JackHep
Joined On 6/6/2022 1:28:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The oKcial ]gures for UK unvaxxed are near 10 million and, together with those who accepted only one dose of vaccine, is almost 20

million ( around 30% of the population ) and not the ]ve million spouted by the fake news. These are oKcial ONS ]gures. UPDATE: The

OKcial UK Health Security Agency ]gures Week 15 show 19.2m of the 63m population had no vaccine, a further 2.6m refused a

second dose, and in all 12m refused a second or third dose. This proves the UK Health Authority knows that around 31m people never

had three doses to April 2022, and almost 20m ( not 5m printed by fake news) refused the covid' jab...
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Don't forget that 93% of all statistics are made up.
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM
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I have a thought/question that I have expressed a couple of times in different venues and have received no responses. Since the

Chinese are so insistent about zero covid I wonder if they know something most do not. Both the virus and the vaccines are genetically

modi]ed so perhaps we are altered either way ... damaged?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

My thoughts on China's lockdowns was that they had multiple purposes. Prove that they could control their people. Shut down

manufacturing to ingict more shortages on the world. Shut down their ports so whatever manufactured items came from

outside the lockdown area couldn't ship and stays in country. It was not to reach zero Covid.
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freeman_jamesx
Joined On 12/1/2021 1:01:37 AM
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One suspects that a lot of the 'perpetual lockdown' situation in China, particularly Singapore, is not just to 'deter covid' but also

to deter billions of very pissed off Chinese from waking up and revolting, as they've been on the brink of it in several places for a

few years now....
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM
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I just read that the writer of this article said that not only was vaccinated but also took the booster. I discontinued reading the rest as

this admission of being vaxed certainly alarmed me about reality. The vaccine was proven dangerous from the beginning as I read

articles and watched videos right here in the site. No one with intelligence after all.the knowledge discrediting safe vaccines should

ever get vaccinated. I, personnally, did not and have never had a gu shot. Never has proved truth in successful gu or covid vaccines.

These different vaccines for any of the respiratory gus or covids have no basis for success but certainly have plenty of basis for

dangers. If the writer said he or she actually took what he knows to be dangerous or worthless but proven to endanger or even kill

millions, I will no longer read the articles on any of this issue.
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After September 1, 1939, they ]rst came for sick little children of which I was one. See page 56 of "The Secret History of the War on

Cancer" by Devra Davis to con]rm that statement. She also wrote; certain group of supportive eugenicists became later also target for

that "program." books.google.com/books?id=xYQnHdZprxQC&q=German&source=gbs_wor..  She is highly quali]ed and still ]ghting

for environmental justice: en.wikipedia.org/.../Devra_Davis
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RedRavenSounds
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I would also highly recommend "Dr. Mary's Monkey" by Edward T. Haslam. You may be shocked but I rather doubt you will be.
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Vic449330
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Dr. Mercola, I read on a comment from a Canadian, that they are already starting to give Canadians a newly developed Pox-vaccine. My

question: If this is true, could this actually be the way they start a new pandemic“? I could imagine that the people dumb enough to

take such an injection, will soon really become ill. Is this not illegal? Where did this so-called Pox-vaccine come from? This all just

happens to be something mr.gates annoumced. Is it a new bio-weopon? And how can anyone, any doctor, any nurse be part of these

crimes?!! God help us all
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I designed a commercial t-shirt that said "You jabba my arm, I breaka you face!" Offended, to my great satisfaction, the pro-vaccine

lynch mob. www.storefrontier.com/.../thegodfatherjab
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I'd rather have "Anyone Trying to Give Me a Shot Will Get Shot"
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RedRavenSounds
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You made me laugh and we often need that! How bout "You jabba my arm, and you sleepa witha ]sh, capiche!?" or maybe "You

gotta needle? I gotta Luca Brasi"   Keep it up! - Thanks for the laugh!
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Don’t talk to me about the traditional once a year Father’s Day. It’s empty. Vapid. There should be a whole month for FATHERS WHO

EARN A LIVING FOR THEIR FAMILIES. Because it isn’t easy. If men who gather together in the woods and beat drums and talk about

their feelings rate books being written about them, then a Recognition Month for fathers who support their families should spawn its

own stories about dedication, commitment, and hard work. And if some synthetic group pushing who knows what can go to the White

House and smile and shake hands with the President and pose for pictures, why can’t the good fathers earn an invitation and grab

press coverage?

Because it would drive people crazy. That’s why. People who don’t know, and don’t want to know, what steady every day work is like

would take to Twitter whining about the “crime” of exalting fathers and “desecrating society’s victims.” I was probably moved to write

this article an hour ago, when I read about a new documentary detailing the Canadian truckers’ journey across the country to protest

Trudeau’s vaccine policy. And I realized that, in all the coverage of the convoy at the time, no one seemed to be mentioning the fact

that these truckers actually work for a living, relentlessly doing something hard every day. They aren’t college students living off of

loans, attending classes in which the professors instruct them on the latest woke causes.

The Good Fathers. We’re supposed to believe it’s an idea whose time came and went. We’re on the cusp of a New Age; robot machines

are taking over from human hands and brains. Therefore, we’ll all gain automatic status as citizens provided for by the State. And as

the World Economic Forum proclaims, we’ll own nothing and we’ll be happy. There’s the rub. Fathers who support their families actually

own something worth preserving; and when push comes to shove, something worth defending.

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/06/06/what-about-the-good-fathers/
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Trucking For Freedom www.truckingforfreedom.com  A Docuseries Built by Canadian Creatives Chapter One: How We Got Here

www.truckingforfreedom.com chapters/1   Alan Watt  A Song for Dads  Mar 11, 2021 www.youtube.com/watch
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I live in a retirement community. Whenever I talk to a man who has a wonderful home, RV, boat, golf car, UTV, Corvette, 2

motorcycles, etc., I discover he never married and or never had children to support. I am not jealous or materialistic. However, it

underscores the sacri]ces that men go through to be providers for 50 years. I myself was born guilty in this life- a white male.
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The War Fought by Dr. Joseph Mercola [an osteopath whose discredited claims about vaccines, masks and the coronavirus made him

a prominent source of Bird Flu Hoaxes and COVID-19 misinformation] Against The Medical Tyranny for Decades Will Not Be Forgotten.

| | Excel type spreadsheets were one of the main reasons for the advancement of computers. Mercola type heroes are [including the

many, many who've gone before] one of the main reasons for the advancement of the internet. Dr. Mercola's logos and truthful

information was literally the sole reason I bought a computer for my mom back in the mid 2000's... unfortunately my whole family

[except my kids] shunned "situationally aware logos and intellect" full spectrum [except that they take vitamin D3]...

and still do shun the "truthers" while saying that they want to be told the "truth". The unvaccinated ww owe much gratitude to Dr.

Mercola and all the vaxx whistle blowers throughout history going back centuries already. Note the infowar ]ght against the

propaganda continues with the likes of wikipedia propaganda still today... en.wikipedia.org/.../Vaccine_hesitancy  Poisoned injections

are still one of the globalist tyrant rancher's best selective eugenical weapons of covert mass[es] destruction. Eugenics works...

and it's OK. Also that was really a great interview with Naomi Wolf... was good to see that she showed you as much respect as you

seriously deserve. Wie immer vielen Dank, Herr Doktor Mercola. Cheers. [so why the long planned for escalation in the cull rate, right

here, right now? then understand the cyclic nature of the electric universe/Electroverse: https://electroverse.net/  I've often hoped that

with Dr. Mercola's global platform that he would touch on or direct some focus to this major "why/how/when/now" aspect of

understanding and not only the "what "and the "WHO" [both ways].

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The War Fought by Dr. Joseph Mercola [an osteopath whose discredited claims about vaccines, masks and the coronavirus made him

a prominent source of Bird Flu Hoaxes and COVID-19 misinformation] Against The Medical Tyranny for Decades Will Not Be Forgotten.

| | Excel type spreadsheets were one of the main reasons for the advancement of computers. Mercola type heroes are [including the

many, many who've gone before] one of the main reasons for the advancement of the internet. Dr. Mercola's logos and truthful

information was literally the sole reason I bought a computer for my mom back in the mid 2000's... unfortunately my whole family

[except my kids] shunned "situationally aware logos and intellect" full spectrum [except that they take vitamin D3]...

and still do shun the "truthers" while saying that they want to be told the "truth"... eugenics works... and it's OK. The unvaccinated ww

owe much gratitude to Dr. Mercola and all the vaxx whistle blowers throughout history going back centuries already. Note the infowar

]ght against the propaganda continues with the likes of wikipedia propaganda still today... en.wikipedia.org/.../Vaccine_hesitancy

 Poisoned vaxx injections are still one of the globalist tyrant rancher's best selective eugenical weapons of covert mass[es]

destruction.

Eugenics works... and it's OK. Also that was really a great interview with Naomi Wolf... was good to see that she showed you as much

respect as you seriously deserve. Wie immer vielen Dank, Herr Doktor Mercola. Cheers. [why the long planned for escalation in the cull

rate, right here, right now then understand the cyclic nature of the electric universe/Electroverse: https://electroverse.net/  | |

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph.. ] I hope that with Dr. Mercola's ever increasing pro]le ww

that he will touch or possibly direct some focus to this major "why/how/when/now" aspect of understanding and not only the "WHO".
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CHINA Expert shows Proof of why China's Shanghai disaster is really about CONTROL in view of the election in the Fall since XI wants

life rule and wants to eliminate his oppositions who are from Shanghai.. IT has NOTHING to do with Covid! Fake Covid is the ultimate

Control Tool NOW all over the world..One can skip to min 18 to hear this..

www.lifesitenews.com/episodes/the-most-likely-reason-for-the-lockdowns..
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bobcatz
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:59:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Theorage  I have to agree with you about the tools. More than 20 years ago I bought a snow and Neally garden claw . When I bought

it it cost about 26 dollars but here it is more than 20 years later and is still going strong. Now compare it to those that bought the

cheap China POS and maybe paid 3.50 for it but as you say only lasted a year or less. Do the math. Who has made out better?

Unfortunately snow and Neally stopped making many of their tools because fools would rather buy the cheap China POS than pay for

long lasting quality which is de]nitely much less expensive in the long run.
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Kennedyclan
Joined On 3/3/2021 5:40:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For our information 100percentfedup.com/breaking-two-new-studies-link-covid-vaccine-to-dea..  mad cow disease, via vaccines?
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hel32265
Joined On 4/12/2022 4:08:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Robert from Alberta Canada thank you for the useful link re coming ice ace. It is always diKcult to ]nd accurate timelines for this

encroaching event; and with viable information to back up any dates. I am not betting I will be on this planet to experience past Phase

2 but the future is so unknown with so many variables that we may not know about or take into account. I dont think it will be a

repetition of the past.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

INDIA Killed Covid     www.youtube.com/watch
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hard to believe that with our society's lust for perversion that homosexuals would be targeted. I guess it's true what Milo said, that

they are too good looking and well adjusted now to be credible victims. It's on to pup kink and trans animal sex.
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sdi6987
Joined On 11/23/2018 5:12:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

reply to Almond's post - "How many bureaucrats go looking for Jerusalem Artichokes or recognize them--even so, they could easily

pass for gowers, just as alliums might. Rhubarb is a hardy plant that blends in easily in many places. " A bit of trivia, did you know that

rhubarb location on a farm was used to designate where the old outhouse stood? When you moved the out house/privy every few

years, you planted rhubarb in that spot to identify and not reuse the previous locations. :)
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Car8663
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@Otis: I suggest this as a label for the faxed: "Customer of P]zer, Moderna e.t.c"
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blitzie
Joined On 3/12/2007 11:31:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some folks here are gay bashing - sexual orientation is not the problem, it's the sold out politicians, Big Pharma, and Big Medicine, all

of whom are cashing in; meanwhile, problem is not solved. Duh.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm really getting sick and tired of gender confused perverts, that are less than one percent of the population, having such great

inguence on our society and pushing us further and further into accepting what we naturally know is sick and disgusting. This

tiny percentage keeps pushing the Overton window and moving the goal posts for their demands that started with, "We just

want to get married.", to now pushing their perversions and pedophilia onto grade and middle school children. They've in]ltrated

the schools with their disgusting gay, ***, *** books as well as trannies with their "Children's Story Hours" and destroying these

young minds.

Our city library is doing this too by having big promotions of this perverted reading material. And let's not forget their special

"Pride Month" of promoting the perversions and their demented, demonic, disgusting parades down our streets, completed with

dildos swinging from their crotches and the rest of the hideous sexual display. The fact is that this push to pervert society is a

big part of the globalist agenda to destroy the traditional family structure, leave children in a world of hurt and feminize men

because it makes the country weak and more easily controlled.

You say "gay bashing" like it's a bad thing. It's not. You're either one of the perverted or have been brainwashed to be "tolerant",

even "respectful" of it. Sure, I don't care what someone else does in their bedroom, they can roll around in their feces for all I

care, but that's where the perversion needs to be left and not brought out into NORMAL society and shoved down our throats.

I've had all I'm gonna take of this disgusting *** and will stand against these sick perversions, regardless of whose little feelings

I hurt. I'm not playing the game and pretending it's "cool".
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said memyselfampi. So sick of the perversions being shoved on us daily. Homosexuals are perverts. No amount of

indoctrination will change that fact. Period. God created Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve. Enjoy your pride month. I get a

straight entire year.
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mar11764
Joined On 10/17/2021 8:56:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To those that self-righteously pushed the narrative and called it following the science, they deserve to be derided. I rub it in their faces

when it became apparent that they didn't work.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See page three below, this was posted by JamNJim, thanks to him! The vax surely does NOT work, according to Walgreens! And

they stand to lose pro]ts by posting this, so why should these ]gures in the graphs be lies? Pointed out JamNJim. Right he is!

See here on page three, you won't believe it! Wow the vaxs are NOT working. Safe and effective? Hahaha, tell me lies tell me lies,

tell me sweet little lies! Except the lies here are not so sweet at all.

www.walgreens.com/businesssolutions/covid-19-index.jsp?cjevent=e2ec3b5..
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want nothing to do with them again.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Frankly they do NOT even know what "science" is! It is in fact a methodology used to DISPROVE a given hypothesis. It is to poke

holes in a hypothesis, through peer review. Nothing more. It is not some sort of a "holy writ", there is no "high priest" - I actually

wonder if people today did more in elementary school (let alone high school or university) than put pencils up their nose and eat

paste.
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Coldwatersurfer
Joined On 6/22/2021 9:13:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a reason 53% of Republicans think civil war is in our near future. The dictators have grasp the reigns of power and will not

relinquish peacefully. Brace for impact, everyone.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ugh - I was warned of this from a gentleman who was present for civil war in Mexico - he's in Los Angeles now and said the

same thing plus - that it's all on purpose. Great. :(
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this true or not. Hard to tell nowadays. I hope it is. bestnewshere.com/bombshell-article-published-on-nih-website-calls-out-..
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Magnolia
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:52:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am determinedly unforgiving. I want retribution. Worldwide.
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To err is human ... To forgive Divine.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I AM a woman scorned - I shall neither forgive, nor forget those who did this, those who were guided by it, and those who

shunned because of it.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When quoting relative vaccine eKcacy and relative risk factors, why is it that the absolute risk or eKcacy factors are not also shown to

add realism to the ]gures? It seems everyone on all sides is guilty of showing us only the practically meaniningless (to most people)

relative risk or eKcacy ]gures. They are not just meaningless but also highly misleading to anyone outside the lab.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That occurred to me as well. Dr. M should have taken the time to explain this. The difference is shocking and everybody should

take the time to research this. I would go to CHD and look. I know I read it there, but it was a while ago. If I can ]nd it, I will post

a link.
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shortwinang
Joined On 6/6/2022 4:17:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh dear, here we go again, a straight man is sympathetically saying "don't pick on the poor marginalised 'gay' community - it's not their

fault". As a homosexual woman, I can vouch that there is no such thing as a 'gay' community - just as there is no such thing as a

'straight' community (and there is de]nitely no LGBTQI+ community). From the get go, there have been relentless attempts by gay men

to get homosexual women to 'ally' with them. Sorry, but homosexual women have more in common with our (second class)

heterosexual sisters than with homosexual men (some of who are not averse to being misogynistic - to all women).

Have a read of what Carey Mullis said in his book 'Dancing Through the Mind Field' re AIDS (page 182). Being 'gay' was not the issue;

globally, you could ]t the number of homosexual women with AIDS in a telephone box (and not least because anal sex is a no-no, but

so too is multiple partners). Whereas 'some' gay and bisexual men made a moral choice to engage in promiscuous anal sex - and with

hundreds of partners. To paraphrase Carey, 'if you have 300 partners - and those 300 also had 300 partners - that is 90,000 chances of

being exposed to pretty much every nasty organism on the planet.

It is that promiscuous lifestyle choice which increases the chances of catching something nasty.' This time around, a bunch of gay and

bisexual men have returned to their home country from a (no-holes-barred) 'party' in ?Brussels, having contracted a disease that may

or may not be linked to injections that may or may not have compromised their immunity (but could be exacerbated by risk-taking). In

his 1914 book 'Psychology & Social Sanity' Hugo Munsterberg gives the most plausible explanation about what is going on here. You

might need to read my book (which I haven't ]nished writing yet) 'Manimal Farm'.
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

You classify a heterosexual woman as second class??? Wow!
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brianallen1, I believe shortwinang was referring to the way women have often been treated as second class, not giving that as

her own opinion of women.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Twisted What?????????OMG  www.youtube.com/watch   Yawn....

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qev-i9-VKlY&ab_channel=AlexandreFelipePr%C..
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Lookout
Joined On 8/14/2009 12:20:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Andrew Neil is a typical low IQ Scot who writes for the semi-literate masses. Not somone worth quoting by any stretch of the

imagination.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sure...they gotta keep the masses PANICKED....keep the FEAR Button pressed...panic.......keep em "Under you thumb."  "squirmy

Dogs"..........keep that GOY Freaked out!!!!!......Panicked people don't think...just react.....]ght or gight....so 99% will take off.........run to

the Government Baby Sitter....oh and by the way give me 2 or 3 more jabs!!!! Fickle people..been spoon-fed so much bullsh!t over the

past dozens of years, now you expect the government to 'Protect You??? LOL.....get real.....with Welfare Checks handed out and any

useless idiot can cry "Im disabled.....boohoo.feel sorry for me....or just roll out Da cash....cuz we is homeless..boohoo...... Well.....the

Free-Ride is OVER !!!............but millions will just cry and die......because they are STUPID!!!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And like many say or think......'He is just a crabby old man....." yeah I am........just an old Troglodyte ........but I have been prepping

and waiting for these months or years..lol....and when 5G starts smokin' people....it will be interesting to watch 'Da Smart ,

Educated people FRY like insects waddling down the streets............LOL......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Weather today is Tenebri]c and RAIN.....lots of chemtrails........more weather manipulation...from west to east.....yeah

something is cooking..Humm.....
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will not comply, I will not comply. What part of that do you not understand?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 7:44:31 AM
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gender confused perverts are Tools for the globalists, so it wouldn't make sense for them to be excluded or targeted.  Most likely,

monkey pox is just the new plandemic to force more lock-downs and draconian mandates.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 11:25:47 AM
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Always look at their language. It gives them away every time. We went from deaths to cases in the blink of an eye to keep the

hook in. Repurposed drugs to off label and dangerous. Heck they even changed the de]nition of pandemic so this one would ]t

in. Kind of says it all.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 12:18:44 PM
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Hopeful_One
Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a God? Does he still judge the nations? Does he still use pestilence as one of his weapons of judgment? The answer to all is

YES! There is a clear antichrist attitude among those who lied about covid and pushed fake vaxxes that kill and cripple and may be a

ticking time bomb within millions. Those who hate God and Christians were far more likely to get the vax and, I believe, get the virus.

Why? Because God protects his own in the time of pestilence and judgment. Read Psalm 91. Is there reason to believe God would

judge this nation and others? Yes, very much so. Did not our high Court with malice and communist aforethought ban Christ, prayer,

and the Bible from publics schools.

Is not secular humanism the current religion of our schools, the same religion of communists? Is not every school policy decidedly

anti Christian? How many children have been turned away from God by the teaching of evolution, the false science embraced by those

that believe not in God and have abandoned true science based on actual evidence? Then there came Roe v Wade and the same

wicked Court chose the way of the *** and communists -- to slaughter the innocent, giving a false right to murder to their mothers.

It is so "in your face" to anyone who loves and cherishes life given by God. It is the communist way. Now nearly 64 million innocent are

dead and blood cries out for retribution and justice. Do you? The homosexual movement is an antichrist movement and supported by

communists wholeheartedly. Are globalists against it? Absolutely not! They fully support it, but God Almighty is against it and his

wrath is against those that support it and live it. Did God previous wipe out cities and towns and villages that were pro-gay? Yes...twice

it is recorded in the Bible.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 9:48:24 AM
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The gay community will not be blamed for monkey pox, or shamed, because behind the scenes the gay community runs America.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 2:44:19 AM
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lco2589
Joined On 2/25/2019 4:39:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the gays in the media like don lemon, rachel maddow and the rest were largely responsible for calling for the persecution of

those of us who did not submit to the injection mandates.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 2:48:46 AM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for this article. We the unvaxxed will still be the target even for monkey pox. Many politicians and party

leaders are gay and the MSM also. (BBC newscaster and weather forecasters, that I'm aware of) Therefore very unlikely to put

any blame on themselves or their fellow colleagues. It will still be us the unvaxxed. I was listening to the radio yesterday when a

Scottish government advert came on stating "Covid is still with us, so get your vaccinations and remember to wear a face

covering indoors) i was disgusted that this farce is still being bleated out to the public. People are still wearing face masks in

shops and even outdoors and alone in cars. My hairdressers shop is still all masked up. Its ridiculous.
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe you can elaborate which is the gay capital of the world?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 5:19:31 AM
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eiggod8
Joined On 9/18/2009 8:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Claiming to be persecuted and in turn vilifying gays and/or Jews (as some here do), sounds a lot like hypocrisy. Cast the blame

on greed-corrupted politicians, CEO's, self-serving billionaires, sold-out scientists and doctors, WEF, WHO, etc., whose decisions

harm millions. Sexual orientation is not the villain here.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 5:23:33 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They do? Shame on them. They just got shamed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 2:23:57 PM
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I suspect many of you are indeed willing to forgive" Unfortunately, I suspect the same. Not me or any smart person. This has been

nothing new. It's always been a battle between tyrants and their enablers versus the good, virtuous, righteous side - which is us of

course. Forgiving them could not be more wrong! They are our mortal enemies, as much as Fauci, Whitmer,, Newsome, Gates, et.al.

And they will do the SAME THING the next time - they never learn. We should hate them, just as they hate us. Self-preservation, it's

called.
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2BlackDogs1
Joined On 2/26/2021 9:14:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will forgive no one. Even my old mother called me stupid and said if I didn’t get the poisoned injection, she would never see me again.

Fine. I don’t need morons in my life. I have been on this earth too long to put up with inanity.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2BlackDog1, you are almost as cruel and heartless as me!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I forgive SOME, the fearful and the ignorant. BUT I will NEVER FORGET what they did, or how many years they took off my life, worrying

about job, worrying about moving myself, at 73 years old, . hearing of "camps".- And I will NEVER ever forget or FORGIVE ANY of the

politicians who caused this horror, or took advantage of it. OR criminals like Falsi (Mengele's protege), Gates, Shwabb and company. I

WILL never forgive or forget.I WILL NEVER forget those who said "Ich habe nur Befehle befolgt!" - I was just following orders!!! like the

ones who were hanged in the Nuremberg tribunals of 1945-1946. I will not forgive those who, with fear in their eyes forbid my being

seated at a restaurant, because showing papers is anathema to me.  I WILL take vengeance on the politicians in November, and again

2024. The ONLY absolute good that this did for me, was bring me closer to Jesus. I now read my Jesus Calling book by Sarah Young

every day.
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kin8997
Joined On 5/1/2018 12:13:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yo no me vacun ni mi familia y estoy contento por eso pero me pregunto: Por qu se acab la intensa mortandad x Covid? Ser que la

inyeccin la contuvo? (Al costo de vidas y males que estamos conociendo). Para los que no nos vacunamos nos qued muy bien, pero a

costa de los daos ocasionados a los que se inyectaron?
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godistruthisloveisjesus
Joined On 6/6/2022 6:55:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they have not apologized to you for sinning against you and being wicked and trashing your God given inalienable right to Liberty to

choose your own health care and doing evil by worshiping man made medicine and rejecting God's created medicine, then I would not

forgive them but would punish them in some way until they learn their lesson and apologize to you ]rst. God's will is for evildoers to be

punished, not forgiven (see Romans 13). There are ways to be forgiven, but the article is talking about our nation, government, society

which comes under Romans 13 and authority, not personal in the heart forgiveness or spiritual forgiveness with God and Jesus (which

if they do that Jesus told them if you sinned against your brother, FIRST leave your gift at the alter temple (do not worship God until)

then go and get right with your brother ]rst before you can go and worship and honor God (Matthew 5).

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 7:15:55 AM
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love does not punish or judge.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 7:44:59 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, UN a lien able. Unalienable God granted rights. Inalienable= corporate government granted privileges. Big difference.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 2:27:29 PM
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

cdbevis1, so for those who rely on the teachings of the Bible which is ]lled with God ingicted judgments and punishments, how

does that equate to love?
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To cdbevis1 [ who has no reply option on his/her comment] , That quote is is classic ignorance. Forgiveness and justice are separate.

If you do not already know this, explaining it won't help.
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godistruthisloveisjesus
Joined On 6/6/2022 6:55:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Should we Forgive and Forget? Absolutely NOT ! And that is what God says in the Bible!!! Yes we believers in Jesus should

PERSONALLY AS INDIVIDUALS forgive people just as Jesus forgave our sins if we believe in Him once for eternal life. But God says

that just because you forgive someone in your heart DOES NOT MEAN THE EVILDOERS SHOULD NOT BE PUNISHED. Example: when a

little child disobeys his parents and does something really bad that could also be dangerous to him and others if he kept doing it. The

parent ]nds out and decides the child shall be punished and sometimes severely punished even though the child says to parent "I am

sorry Mom", Mom may forgive her child in her heart and still love the child, but her Love requires the child still be punished to learn his

lesson even though she forgives him.

Just like God disciplines his children because He loves them even though they are already forgiven forever in the future (see Hebrews

12 and 10). Also, God NEVER TELLS THE GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES TO FORGIVE EVILDOERS BUT TO PUNISH THEM. God is happy

when Rulers punish wicked evildoers for their crimes because that is what God has commanded them to do (see Romans 13 and

Jeremiah 22; Deut. 19:13; 13:8). Since in the USA the People are the Sovereigns of the USA, the Kings and its Rulers (legally in the

Constitution and Laws) then our job is to make sure our temporary representatives are doing God's will of punishing wicked evildoers.

So should you forgive people who punished you for standing up for your God given inalienable rights to choose your own medical care

and not be damaged or murdered by the Vaccine murderers? It depends on who it is and what they did, but generally I would say they

should be punished and taught a lesson for doing evil to you and sinning against God or they will NOT learn their lesson. Have they

apologized?
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would they apologize when they think they are right? How many times have you made mistakes because you

misunderstood something? It makes no sense to talk about punishment or whether to forgive when most people have not

changed their minds.
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